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General Service Agreement

GENERAL SERVICE AGREEMENT
(PLEASE READ CAREFULLY

AAD INSPECTION CORP. (Company)
Any Buyer (Customer)
1234 Any Street, Boise, ID 83701 (Subject Property)

Between:
And:
Re:

The Company agrees to perform an inspection and prepare a report to enhance the Customer’s knowledge of
major systems and aspects of the Subject Property. Information conveyed will consist of professional opinions, only,
and will be based upon the Company’s customary efforts to maintain accuracy.
While the Company strives to discover and report in a manner that can significantly reduce the
Customer’s future possible health, safety, and financial risks, the Customer agrees that it is not
reasonably possible to eliminate all such risks through the procurement of this inspection service. It is
further understood and agreed that the inspection may be limited to readily accessible areas of the
property and that the report will be based upon observations of apparent conditions existing at the time
of the inspection. The Company shall not be required to dismantle items or systems, move, remove, or
lift personal property, debris, or snow in order to perform the inspection, but may do so at its option. The
Company is not responsible for the discovery or reporting of latent or concealed defects or deficiencies.
(The Company cannot perform a functional inspection on a system if its respective public utility has
been shut off.)
The inspection and report might not address and are not responsible to address the possible
presence of, or danger from, any potentially harmful substances or environmental hazards including (but
not limited to) radon gas, lead paint, asbestos, urea formaldehyde, toxic or flammable chemicals, or
water and airborne hazards. Any information that may be conveyed by the Company for the benefit of
the Customer with regard to such hazards is not to be construed as being in compliance with inspection
or reporting protocols of any regulatory bodies unless such compliance is specifically claimed in the
report.
This company and its inspectors are not licensed or insured as pest, fungus, or mold/mildew
inspectors. Any information that may be conveyed by the Company for the benefit of the Customer with
regard to pests or bio growths, or conditions conducive to their attraction or proliferation is made without
warranty. These services are available from others licensed or certified in their respective fields.
The inspection and report do not address compliance or certification regarding past or present
governmental codes or regulations of any kind. We are not code inspectors.

THE COMPANY IS NOT GENERALLY AN INSURING AGENT. The inspection and report are
not generally intended as (or to be used as) a guarantee or warranty (express or implied) regarding the
adequacy, performance, or condition of any structure, item, or system. All warranties outside the scope
and responsibilities expressly stated herein (both express and implied) are disclaimed, including any
warranty of merchantability or of fitness for a particular purpose.
In no case shall the Company be liable to the Customer for any special, incidental, or consequential
damages. In no event shall the Company’s total liability to the Customer for damages, losses, and
causes of action, whether in contract, tort (including negligence and malpractice), or otherwise exceed
the amount actually paid by the Customer for the Company’s inspection and report.
If legal action is brought against the Company for any reason, the Customer agrees to pay
reasonable expenses for pro se defense or representation by an attorney if the Company prevails.

Buyer's Agent & Buyer's Agency
The Customer agrees to hold
forever harmless regarding liabilities for any or all consequences arising from the inspection and report.
The use of any information conveyed through the inspection and report by any party shall be
deemed as a contractual understanding, acknowledgment, and acceptance of all terms of this
agreement.
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Suggestions for
Understanding and Using
This Report
No property is perfect.
Every building has imperfections or items that are ready for maintenance. It’s the
inspector’s task to discover and report these so you can make informed decisions. This report
should not be used as a tool to demean property, but rather as a way to illuminate the realities of
ownership.

Maintenance costs are normal.
Building owners should plan to spend around 1% of the total value of a property in
maintenance costs, annually. (Annual costs of rental property maintenance are often 2% or
more.)
If considerably less than this percentage has been invested during several years preceding an
inspection, the property will usually show the telltale signs of neglect; and the new owner may
have to play “catch up” with large sums of money and time.

This report is not an appraisal.
When an appraiser determines worth, only the most obvious conditions of a property are
taken into account to establish a conservative valuation. In effect, the appraiser is usually only
representing the interests of a lender. Building inspectors focus more on the interests of the
prospective buyer; and, although inspectors must be careful not to make any statements relating
to property value, their findings can help buyers more completely understand the true costs of
ownership.

This report may include (upon specific request) cost estimates for
repair or replacement of certain items.
Where estimates are given, they may appear as a range of possible costs. The low figure of
the range is the inspector’s best guess of current material costs, alone – the higher figure of the
range includes reasonable retail profits on the materials, together with reasonable labor costs,
overhead, and profit for qualified contractors. Nonetheless, the client is encouraged to obtain
several bids from licensed or otherwise qualified contractors before agreeing to any work.

This report may include estimates of normal useful lives for
certain items.
Where estimates of normal, useful life for any components or appliances are offered in the
report, the inspector is relying upon widely published data for similar items or systems. When
these data are compared to known or estimated ages given in the report, the client may form his
or her own opinions as to likely remaining life.

We offer future assistance at no cost.
If you find yourself needing a second opinion regarding repairs or renovations at any time in
the future, please give us a call. Most of the time, we should be able to help you avoid highpressure marketing tactics or costly errors in judgment. Consultation by telephone costs you
nothing. We encourage you to continue to trust us for timely and meaningful advice whenever
you need it.

If You Have Any Questions please feel free to contact us at any time. We will be
happy to discuss your report or provide further maintenance tips.
(Master copies of all reports are kept in our files for future reference.)

Good Luck! We wish you the best!
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REPORT OVERVIEW
Dear Any Buyer,
Thank you for choosing us as your building consultants.
Please review this report carefully before releasing your contingency.
If you need further explanation regarding this property’s conditions, please don’t
hesitate to call:
Our 24-hour, 7-day office number is: (208) 338-9144.
Sincerely,

Stan Audette, building consultant
Client(s):
source not found. Error! Reference source not found.

Error! Reference source not found. Error! Reference source not found. Error! Reference

Inspection date: mm/dd/yyyy
Property address: 1234 Any Street
Boise, ID 83701
Occupancy status: Renter occupied
Other notable conditions: Roofs and grounds are snow covered.
Date built / remodeled: 1990 (26 years)
Current weather: Partly cloudy, Snow on ground, Mid Teens.
Recent weather: Overcast, Light snow, Upper 20’s, Light Breeze
Customer(s): Any Buyer
Referring (Buyer’s) Agent: Buyer's Agent
Agency: Buyer's Agency
Listing (Seller’s) Agent: Listing Agent
Agency: Listing Agency
Attending Inspector(s): Mike Fry, Dustin Nicholas, Jack Hanson, Justin Love
Others in attendance: Listing Agent (through most of the inspection)
Buyer (towards the end)

Inspection Date: mm/dd/yyyy
Subject Property:
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INSPECTION FINDINGS
(Inspection Issues, Defects, Imperfections, Etc.)
Only defects, imperfections, safety issues, or maintenance concerns are reported in this section. If no issues are
published concerning a particular component or system, then it may be assumed that it is “serviceable” in its present state,
or that its condition is typical and normal for the age and style of the property.

Common Areas and Features:
1. Bellies and uneven asphalt have developed in the parking area throughout the
complex, as exemplified in the following photo. Much of these surfaces were not
visible during this inspection.

AAD Inspection Corp.

3288 Sweetwater Dr.
Boise, ID 83716

Phone: (208) 338-9144
FAX: (877) 800-9144
E-mail: sfa@aadinspections.com

Inspection Date: mm/dd/yyyy
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2. Irrigation ponds are built in the back of these units, as exemplified in the following
photo. It is used for irrigation and filled with water during the spring and summer
months.

3. Due to the amount of snow covering on the driveway and parking areas, they could
not be adequately inspected or evaluated, as exemplified in the following photo.

AAD Inspection Corp.

3288 Sweetwater Dr.
Boise, ID 83716
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FAX: (877) 800-9144
E-mail: sfa@aadinspections.com
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4. Due to the extensive amount of snow pack throughout the grounds, these areas
could not be inspected or adequately evaluated, as exemplified in the following
photo.

5. The sidewalks are all covered with packed snow. This cannot allow for an
inspection or adequate evaluation.
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6. The carports contain light fixtures that are either on a time or photocell control.
The buyer may wish to consult with the property owner on this item. During the
inspection, none of these lights were on.

7. The carport in front of Building 1486 has had a post replaced, as shown in the
following photo. This post has not been painted or powder coated to match the rest
of the structure.
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8. The front left post of the carport in front of Building 1492 is dented but structurally
sound, as shown in the following photo.

9. The middle support post to the mailboxes is completely rusted through on the back
side, as shown in the following photo.
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10. The carport eave trim at the front right corner in front of Building 1498 is bent
outwards, as shown in the following photo.

11. The front right corner piece to the carport in front of Building 1450 is bent but still
structurally sound.
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12. The front right support post to the carport in front of Building 1450 is pushed in
and cracked through, as shown in the following photo. There is an inner sleeve
giving either additional or main support for this structure. It appears to be still
structurally sound.

13. The two trash locations were so filled with Christmas packaging, the doors could
not be tested, as exemplified in the following photo.
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14. A new side piece has been added to the left end of the carport in front of Building
1456, as shown in the following photo. It has not been painted or powder coated to
match the structure.

15. The paint is chipping off the end right side of the carport cover in front of Building
1462, as shown in the following photo. This appears to be the only location with
significant paint loss.

16. The south property line has a fair sized canal running along through it. It is active
during farming season.
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Buildings 1456 and 1462 are connected. The following issues pertain to these
buildings.
17. None of the concrete steps have cracking at this structure.
18. The grading in a few areas is insufficiently sloped to ensure that roof runoff, direct
precipitation, or irrigation water will be able to flow successfully away from the
foundation quickly enough to avoid infiltration into adjacent below-grade spaces.
The default specifications for slope of soils away from foundations require
6 inches of drop in the first 10 feet and 2 feet of drop, thereafter. However, one
must also consider the relative porosity of surface materials and the likely slopes of
less permeable subsurface soil layers that may also exist.

19. The exterior siding and paint appear to be in good condition.
20. There is a fair sized canal running along the south property line.
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21. One of the louvered vent covers at the back left corner is missing a louver, as
shown in the following photo.

22. One or more gutter downspouts discharge where their water cannot continue to
flow adequately away from the foundation, as exemplified in the following photo. I
suggest modifying the downspouts or the grading, as necessary, to keep water from
ponding against the house. I also suggest monitoring any adjacent below grade
spaces for evidence of exterior surface water infiltration after periods of heavy
rains or intense irrigation.
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23. All of the air conditioning units in this building are encased with snow and ice on
the top, as exemplified in the following photo, which did not allow for an
inspection of the inner workings.

24. The siding to the left side of the first balcony along the back side of the building is
bulging out, as shown in the following photo. All the siding above does not seem
to be affected and there appears to be no damage to this siding. I suggest having an
appropriate professional contractor address this issue.
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25. The majority of the eaves around the buildings do not have gutters and downspouts
currently installed. None are required, however, this likely has resulted in some
soil erosion around the foundation. I suggest adding gutters and downspouts to
better help deter water from the exterior surfaces and foundations of the buildings.
26. One or more gutter downspouts discharge where their water cannot continue to
flow adequately away from the foundation, as exemplified in the following photo. I
suggest modifying the downspouts or the grading, as necessary, to keep water from
ponding against the house. I also suggest monitoring any adjacent below grade
spaces for evidence of exterior surface water infiltration after periods of heavy
rains or intense irrigation.

27. One or more of the foundation’s perimeter vents have soils and/or landscaping
materials partially covering them, as exemplified in the following photo. I suggest
placing vent wells (small dams) in front of them to keep their wooden frames from
being subjected to various forms of wood-destroying organisms and to prevent
partial restriction of the important cross-flow ventilation intended for the crawl
spaces under the home.
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28. The condensate drains for several of the HVAC systems have been replaced.
29. The backflow prevention valve for the sprinkler system (shown in the following
photo) has no current inspection tag on it. The purpose of the valves is to protect
public drinking water systems from possible cross contamination that could
seriously threaten public health. Please understand that there is no “grandfathering”
of older valves where public safety is at risk. (NOTE: Although state code requires
annual reinspection of these valves by certified backflow prevention inspectors,
very large numbers of property owners are still managing to successfully avoid
compliance with this law without legal action or termination of services.)

30. These building have gray polybutylene water supply lines incorporating barbed
copper insert fittings. Although these fittings are an improvement over earlier
versions of this type of piping that incorporated plastic or aluminum (and which
were the subjects of class action law suits), many plumbers feel that the plastic
pipe, itself, will have higher failure rates than some other types of piping systems.
Therefore, you may wish to obtain the opinions of one or more plumbing
contractors to help determine the likely condition, longevity, and possible risks
associated with this type of water supply plumbing. (Many plumbers will say “It’s
not a question of whether this piping will fail; but when.” They will cite the
argument that any exposure to chlorinated water will eventually cause internal
scaling and embrittlement of the pipe. You will likely discover that not all
plumbers are in agreement on this issue. You might also discover that the Internet
has almost too much information for the lay person to wade through. Therefore, I
strongly urge you to form your own educated opinions to guide your decisions.
Our company will be happy to try to answer any further questions you may have;
however, our opinions may differ from those of other professionals.
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Building 1450:
31. Cooling Equipment at the rear of the building.
Manufacturer: Carrier
Model No.: 590ANX014000AAAA
Serial No.: 4289E34004
Approximate age: 26iyears.
Manufacturer: Carrier
Model No.: 590ANX014000AAAA
Serial No.: 4289E34012
Approximate age: 26iyears.
Manufacturer: Carrier
Model No.: 590ANX014000AAAA
Serial No.: 4289E33999
Approximate age: 26iyears.
Manufacturer: Carrier
Model No.: 590ANX014000AAAA
Serial No.: 4289E34013
Approximate age: 26iyears.
32. Some window screen frames are bent or loose, as exemplified in the following
photo.
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In addition, the fabric is tattered on some screens around the building, as
exemplified in the following photo. I suggest replacing any damaged window
screen frames and replacing any screen fabric, as needed.

33. Siding is a little “wavy” and bowed on the right side of the building. This can be
potentially due to inadequate expansion joints and is mostly a cosmetic concern.
34. One or more spray-style sprinkler heads have been installed rather close to the
foundation, as exemplified in the following photo.

This often threatens damage to nearby building materials and/or flooding of
adjacent below-grade spaces. Since this type of head is capable of discharging a lot
of water in a short period of time, I suggest closely monitoring these areas. If water
ponds near the foundation or enters adjacent below-grade spaces, I suggest either
moving the head(s) further away from the foundation, converting the area adjacent
to the foundation to “xeriscaping”, or utilizing drip system components, only.
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35. The dryer duct vent cover is damaged at the rear right of the building, as shown in
the following photo. I suggest replacing the damage vent cover.

36. I discovered a gap in the penetrations for the condenser coils coolant lines at the
rear of the building. I suggest sealing these and any other such penetrations, as
needed.
37. Paint is loose and peeling on the soffit boards at the rear of the building, as
exemplified in the following photo. I suggest applying touchup paint, as needed.
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38. Window trim is a little loose at the rear right of the building, as shown in the
following photo. I suggest further securing it as needed and applying additional
caulking and touchup paint.

39. The insulation is damaged and missing for the coolant lines at the rear of the
building, as exemplified in the following photo. This will not likely have a large
impact on the efficiency of the cooling system. However, I suggest replacing any
damaged or missing insulation, as needed.
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40. The dryer duct cover is damaged and its louvers are missing at the rear left of the
building. I suggest replacing the damaged vent cover.
41. Trim is damaged on the rear exterior of the patio for Unit 202, as exemplified in
the following photo. I suggest patching or replacing the trim in this area.

42. I discovered an unsealed penetration in the soffit vent at the rear left of the building
where some low-voltage coaxial cable has been installed, as shown in the
following photo. This can be a pathway for pests into the attic space. I suggest
sealing any such unsealed penetrations, as needed.
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Unit 101:
43. Heating Equipment
Location: In the hall closet.
Approximate age: 28iyears.
Filter types and locations, if applicable: Above the unit.
Manufacturer: BDP
Model No.: 517EN018010
Serial No.: 2589A
44. Water heater
Capacity: 40-gallon.
Model year (or date of installation): 2007
Location: In the laundry closet.
Manufacturer: GE
Model No.: GE40M06AAG
Serial No.: GE0407R10629
45. Location of crawlspace access point: Right bedroom .
46. This unit is vacant.
47. The window nearest the fireplace in the living room is fogged. When home
inspectors are able to identify even one thermal window that has “fogged”, there
are often other windows on the same property that are also fogging or will soon be
fogging. Therefore, our Customers may wish to have a qualified window
contractor more thoroughly inspect all windows on this property in order to
provide further advice, estimates of likely remaining life, and/or costs of repair or
replacement of some or all the windows, as deemed necessary. Also, please see
additional information I’ve included for you regarding “Dealing with “Fogged”
Windows” in the special report section titled “Ownership Tips for This Particular
Property”.
48. One of the ceiling-mounted track lights above the fireplace does not come on.
Perhaps the bulb is burnt out.
49. Overall paint condition is floor. Overall flooring condition is poor.
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50. The carpeting is quite dirty and needs stretching in areas, as exemplified in the
following photo.

51. Two or more of the outlet covers are broken, as shown in the following photo. I
suggest replacing them.
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52. The screens for the fireplace have been removed, as shown in the following photo.
I suggest reinstalling them.

53. The ceramic brick on the back of the fireplace is cracked, as shown in the
following photo. However, this is only a cosmetic concern.

54. This fireplace has bifolding glass doors with integral screen.
55. The screws for the lower hinge for the doors leading to the left bedroom are loose.
I suggest resecuring them.
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56. The screws for the lower hinge of the rear closet in the hallway are loose. I suggest
resecuring them.
57. The bypassing closet doors in the left bedroom do not have floor guides installed. I
suggest installing floor guides.
58. One of the closet dowel rods in the closet for the left bedroom is missing, as shown
in the following photo.

59. The window sills have some cosmetic damage, from condensate forming on the
aluminum-framed windows, as exemplified in the following photo.

60. The laundry closet has a considerable amount of lint buildup, as shown in the
following photo. Perhaps the dryer is not properly connected
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61. Thee ceiling-mounted fan in the laundry closet is quite noisy in operation and may
need to be replaced.
62. The catch pan for the water heater drains to the finished floor below, as shown in
the following photo. I suggest draining it to the exterior.

63. The handle set for the door leading to the right bedroom is of a key lock style, as
shown in the following photo. I suggest changing this to a standard privacy or
passage handle.

64. One or more doors have a missing, damaged, or ineffectual doorstop. Doorstops
can help prevent the damage to nearby surfaces that might otherwise be done
because of doors swinging into them.
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65. The ceiling in the bathroom above the tub/shower has a considerable amount of
discoloration, as shown in the following photo. This is likely some surface
biogrowths from bathing without the fan. I suggest having an appropriate
professional contractor address this issue.

66. The drain stopper for the sink in the rear bathroom is missing, as shown in the
following photo.

67. The window on the wall of the right bedroom is fogged.
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68. The lower part of the cabinets beneath the sinks have been damaged from prior
leaks or liquid spills, as exemplified in the following photo.

69. The disposal was a little noisy in operation. It may be nearing the end of its
functional life.
70. The decorative cover for the florescent light in the kitchen is cracked, as shown in
the following photo.
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71. The pocket door leading to the rear bathroom has some drag marks, as shown in
the following photo.

72. The drain stopper for the front bathroom sink is missing.
73. The laminate countertop in the front and rear bathroom has some staining, as
exemplified in the following photo.

74. Construction scraps containing cellulose (wood or paper products) have been left
in the crawl spaces under the structure. Since these scraps can eventually attract
various wood destroying organisms, I recommend that they be removed.
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75. The interior sides of the concrete foundation footings have mud trails down them
from exterior surface water that entered through the cold joints between the
footings and the stem walls, as exemplified in the following photo. Although there
was no water present at the time of this inspection, I suggest periodically
monitoring for possible future water after periods of heavy precipitation or intense
irrigation.

76. An additional water shutoff valve is located inside the crawl space access, as
shown in the following photo.

77. The black plastic vapor barrier has been moved or removed in some areas of the
crawl spaces. I suggest respreading or replacing it throughout, as needed.
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Unit 102:
78. Heating Equipment
Location: In the hall closet.
Approximate age: 28iyears.
Filter types and locations, if applicable: Above the unit.
Manufacturer: Day & Night
Model No.: 517EN018010
Serial No.: 2589A14351
79. Water heater
Capacity: 50-gallon.
Model year (or date of installation): 2005
Location: In the laundry room.
Manufacturer: General Electric
Model No.: GE50T06AAG
Serial No.: GE0105258544
80. Location of crawl spaces access point: rear bedroom closet .
81. Carpets are in good condition. Walls are in good condition.
82. The doorbell failed to chime during this inspection. I suggest having an appropriate
professional contractor address this issue.
83. The dishwasher has stagnant water in it and failed to drain during this inspection. I
suggest having an appropriate professional contractor address this issue.
84. The vinyl flooring is scuffed and tattered throughout the kitchen, as exemplified in
the following photo.
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85. Water leaks from the kitchen sink spray nozzle after use. This can allow water to
run down the supply piping into the cabinet where it may cause damage.
86. The garbage disposer is full of debris. I suggest removing it and retesting the
appliance.
87. A crack has developed on the front of the garbage disposer casing. I suggest
replacing it.
88. The Spacesaver®-style microwave in this unit is ducted to discharge to the outside
of the unit. However, it has been installed filter-style, only.
89. The fireplace in this unit is dirty with wood debris. I suggest removing it and
cleaning the appliance.
90. The front-facing bedroom windows are fogged considerably, as exemplified in the
following photo. I suggest having an appropriate professional contractor address
this issue.

91. The front bedroom window screen is bent and damaged. I suggest replacing any
damaged window screen materials.
92. Condensate markings have developed around some of the aluminum-framed
windows in the home. This can develop from condensation formed on the metal
material.
93. Some of the plug grippers are loose in outlets around the home. I suggest replacing
them, as necessary. This can cause two prong-style plugs to more easily fall free of
those outlets.
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94. The hallway bathroom vanity sink drains more slowly than it fills. Additionally,
the drain stopper does not raise very high.
95. I was unable to run water for an extended period of time to the shower head in the
bathroom because no curtain was in place to capture potentially escaping shower
waters.
96. The hallway bathroom tub valve handle spins continuously without internal stops.
This is rather typical. However, you may wish to have a plumber address this issue.
97. The master bathroom vanity sink drains more slowly than it fills. This indicates a
clog.
98. The master bedroom window is fogged visibly. I suggest having an appropriate
professional window contractor address this issue.
99. The master bedroom window sash springs have failed. This causes the window to
fall heavily from an open position. This could be hazardous to infants, children,
and even adults.
100. The TPRV (Temperature-Pressure Relief Valve) discharge line from this water
heater will trap water because it runs uphill, rather than naturally sloping to drain
by gravity. This type of installation is no longer advised by today’s plumbing
codes; however, it is allowed by local code authorities when like-for-like water
heaters are installed to replace failed units. (Some plumbers recommend drilling an
1/8-inch-diameter hole through the lowest point of the discharge pipe to let water
out and alert property owners of valve failure.)
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Additionally, the TPRV (Temperature-Pressure Relief Valve) drain pipe is ribbed
soft copper. It is my understanding of plumbing practice that this is not considered
an adequate TPRV (Temperature-Pressure Relief Valve) drain pipe material. I
suggest having a licensed plumbing contractor address this issue.
101. The filter is installed upside down above the furnace. I suggest replacing it with a
filter in the correct air flow direction.
102. A few knockout plugs are missing from the evaporator coil equipment, as shown in
the following photo. I suggest plugging these penetrations.

103. Construction scraps containing cellulose (wood or paper products) have been left
in the crawl spaces under the structure. Since these scraps can eventually attract
various wood destroying organisms, I recommend that they be removed.
104. The majority of the perimeter foundation vents are covered or partially covered in
the crawl spaces. I suggest uncovering them, as necessary.
105. Much of the vapor barrier along the front of the crawl space has been “bunched
up” and is not covering the earthen floors. The purpose of the vapor barrier is to
prevent possible migrating moisture that may reside in soils from raising the
relative humidity in the crawl spaces. I suggest making sure that 100% of the
earthen floor are covered.
106. Some of the gray polybutylene pipes are disconnected from underfloor mounting
brackets in the crawl space.
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107. The interior sides of the concrete foundation footings on most perimeter locations
have mud trails down them from exterior surface water that entered through the
cold joints between the footings and the stem walls, as exemplified in the
following photo. Although there was no water present at the time of this
inspection, I suggest periodically monitoring for possible future water after periods
of heavy precipitation or intense irrigation.

108. The crawl spaces of this unit are connected to the crawl spaces of the neighboring
unit. This provides an entry path from one apartment to the next.

Unit 201:
109. Heating Equipment
Location: In the hallway storage closet.
Approximate age: 26iyears.
Filter types and locations, if applicable: Below the furance. (12x20x1 inch)
Manufacturer: Carrier
Model No.: 517EN018010
Serial No.: 2589A14346
110. Water heater
Capacity: 40-gallon.
Model year (or date of installation): 2009
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Location: In the laundry closet.
Manufacturer: Reliance
Model No.: 640DORT
Serial No.: 0947J005068
111. Location of attic access: Ceiling access in Laundry Closet
112. The front windowsills have condensate staining, as shown in the following photo.

113. The front left window of the living room is “fogged”.
When home inspectors are able to identify even one thermal window that has
“fogged”, there are often other windows on the same property that are also fogging
or will soon be fogging. Therefore, our Customers may wish to have a qualified
window contractor more thoroughly inspect all windows on this property in order
to provide further advice, estimates of likely remaining life, and/or costs of repair
or replacement of some or all the windows, as deemed necessary. Also, please see
additional information I’ve included for you regarding “Dealing with “Fogged”
Windows” in the special report section titled “Ownership Tips for This Particular
Property”.
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114. The family room carpets have stains, as exemplified in the following photo.

115. One of the bulbs to the dining room chandelier did not light. Perhaps the bulb is
burnt out.
116. The exterior patio outlet does not trip.
117. The screen to the sliding glass door has been removed and is stored in the outdoor
storage closet.
118. The kitchen cabinet drawer to the right of the oven is off its tracks, as shown in the
following photo.

119. The line to the front bathroom ceiling exhaust fan is disconnected from the roof
vent.
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120. The dryer duct line is disconnected at the roof, as shown in the following photo.

121. The access cover is missing from for the filter of the furnace, as shown in the
following photo. I suggest replacing the cover.
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122. The air filter was quite dirty at the time of inspection, as exemplified in the
following photo. This buildup has also accumulated on the interior of the
mechanical closet and the ducting exterior. I suggest having a licensed HVAC
contractor service and further inspect this unit.

123. Some of the grippers for the duplex outlets in the interior of the unit are quite loose
and may have some difficulty holding plugs in place. I suggest considering
replacing any such interior outlets.
124. Staining has developed on the interior of the windowsills of the rear-facing
window and the front-facing window of the front left bedroom, as exemplified in
the following photo. This is likely from condensate.
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125. The seat is loose on the toilet of the master bathroom. I suggest further securing it,
as needed.
126. The drain stopper has been removed from the vanity sink of the master bathroom. I
suggest replacing it.
127. The GFCI (Ground Fault Circuit Interrupting) duplex outlet on the right interior
wall of the master bathroom tripped itself when I turned off the light switches for
the wall-mounted light fixture and ceiling-mounted exhaust fan. This occurred only
once during the inspection. I was unable to recreate the conditions more than the
one time. I suggest having a licensed electrician address this issue.

Unit 202:
128. Heating Equipment
Location: In the hallway storage closet.
Approximate age: 26iyears.
Filter types and locations, if applicable: Below the furance. (12x20x1 inch)
Manufacturer: Carrier
Model No.: 517EN018010
Serial No.: 2589A14349
129. Water heater
Capacity: 40-gallon.
Model year (or date of installation): 1990
Location: In the laundry closet.
Manufacturer: State
Model No.: PV401ORT7
Serial No.: E90219916
130. Location of attic access: Ceiling access in Laundry Closet
131. The upper half of the front family room window is “fogged”.
132. The front right family room window is “fogged”.
133. The left glass door to the fireplace is off its tracks.
134. This unit features a ceiling fan only in the family room.
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135. The walls of the skylight and ceiling below it have condensation staining, as
exemplified in the following photo.

136. The corner bead at the top of the wall below the skylight is separating, as shown in
the following photo. This is most likely due to excessive condensation.

137. Two of the light bulbs in the dining room light fixture did not turn on when
switched. Perhaps its bulbs are burnt out.
Most home inspectors refrain from replacing light bulbs during inspections, as this
practice would significantly increase the risk of damaging fixtures … especially
those with expensive, difficult-to-replace globes or covers.
We realize this policy may leave a Buyer feeling less served and wondering why
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the inspector didn’t go to the extra trouble of answering the all-important
question: “Is it just a burnt out or missing light bulb, or might there be something
more difficult or expensive to repair?”
What we’ve found after inspecting literally thousands of properties is that the light
bulbs are almost always just burnt out or missing in fixtures that did not illuminate
during the inspection. However, we don’t expect any Buyer to be as comfortable
with this “gamble” as we are.
Therefore, for all bank-owned or short-sale purchases, please trust that if the
problem turns out to be more than just a burnt-out or missing light bulb (excluding
those within appliances), we will happily remedy the problem at our cost as an
exception under our 90-Day Limited Structural and Mechanical Home Warranty.
That way, the Buyer really shouldn’t need to worry about this issue. However, we
will extend this courtesy only where the purchase is being made of bank-owned
properties or those in a short-sale position, as Sellers of all other properties
should be in a position to easily replace light bulbs to assure the Buyers that light
fixtures, switches, and their associated power circuits are working correctly.
Therefore, it’s important and reasonable to ask Sellers (through an addendum to
the Purchase and Sale Agreement) to prove that the fixtures are working properly.
138. The lock to the sliding glass door is upside down.
139. The cover to the exterior patio light fixture is gone, as shown in the following
photo.
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140. The gap between the deck boards are ¾ inch or wider, as shown in the following
photo. This could cause a tripping hazard with the right style of footwear.

141. The finish to the lower kitchen cabinet doors and drawers is mostly gone.
142. Walls conditions are fair. Flooring conditions are fair.
143. The inlaid vinyl floor covering at the front door is heavily worn.
144. The finish on the bifolding laundry closet doors is wearing thin.
145. The air filter was quite dirty at the time of inspection, as exemplified in the
following photo. Also part of the air filter does not fully seal within its tracks at the
rear. This likely has allowed unfiltered air to cycle through the HVAC system. Due
to the likely lack of filter maintenance, I suggest having a licensed HVAC
contractor address this issue.
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146. The interior doors throughout the unit are a little worn, as exemplified in the
following photo.

147. The guides for the bifolding closet doors of the laundry room are damaged and
loose at their brackets, as exemplified in the following photo. I suggest replacing
the guides.
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148. The carpeting is loose along its edges in a few areas throughout the unit, as
exemplified in the following photo. These areas can potentially be restretched. I
suggest having a carpeting professional contractor address this issue.

149. The drip pan for the water heater in the hallway laundry closet is damaged, as
shown in the following photo. Since this is adjacent to living space, I suggest
replacing the drip pan.
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150. The ceiling-mounted fan/light fixture above the master bedroom is in need of
balancing and a little loose at its connection to the ceiling, as shown in the
following photo. I suggest having an appropriate professional contractor address
this issue.

151. Staining and discoloration have developed on the interior windowsill of the rearfacing window of the master bedroom and the front-facing windows of the front
right bedroom, as exemplified in the following photo. This is most likely from
condensate and potentially from leaving the window ajar during rainy seasons.
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This has resulted in some peeling of the interior paint, as exemplified in the
following photo. I suggest applying additional caulking on the interior sides of the
windows and applying touchup paint, as needed.

152. The ceiling-mounted exhaust fan in the master bathroom rattles when in operation.
This may indicate the fan motor is wearing out or is out of balance. I suggest
having an appropriate professional contractor address this issue.
153. One light did not turn on in the wall-mounted four-light fixture above the vanity
sink in the master bathroom. Perhaps the bulb is burnt out.
154. The caulking is cracked or missing where the tub spout meets the wall in the
tub/shower combination of the hallway bathroom, as shown in the following photo.
I suggest applying additional caulking, as needed.
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155. One of the lights did not turn on in the ceiling-mounted fan/two-light fixture above
the tub/shower combination of the hallway bathroom. Perhaps the bulb is burnt
out.
156. The vanity sink was in the process of being replaced in the hallway bathroom, as
shown in the following three photos. Therefore, I did not test the fixtures for this
bathroom.
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157. The inlaid vinyl floor covering of the hallway bathroom is worn and discolored, as
exemplified in the following photo. However, this is only a cosmetic concern.

158. Two of the lights did not turn on in the wall-mounted three-light fixture above the
vanity sink in the hallway bathroom. Perhaps its bulbs are burnt out.
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Building 1456:
159. Cooling Equipment
Location of outdoor compressor (condenser) units: Behind the building
Manufacturer: Carrier
Model No.: 590ANX014000AAAA
Serial No.: 4289E33954
Approximate age: 26iyears.
Manufacturer: Carrier
Model No.: 590ANX014000AAAA
Serial No.: 4289E33958
Approximate age: 26iyears.
Manufacturer: Carrier
Model No.: 590ANX014000AAAA
Serial No.: 4289E33955
Approximate age: 26iyears.
Manufacturer: Carrier
Model No.: 590ANX014000AAAA
Serial No.: 4289E33947
Approximate age: 26iyears.
160. Much of the insulative wrap in the coolant line of the right air conditioning units
has been lost, as shown in the following photo.
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161. The duct directly above the first set of meters on the back side is missing one
louver, as shown in the following photo.

162. The coolant line to the second air conditioner to the first half of the building has
lost half of its insulation wrap.

Unit 101:
163. Heating Equipment
Location: In the hall closet.
Approximate age: 28iyears.
Filter types and locations, if applicable: Above the unit.
Manufacturer: BDP
Model No.: 517EN018
Serial No.: 2489A15218
164. Water heater
Capacity: 40-gallon.
Model year (or date of installation): 26 years.
Location: In the laundry closet.
Manufacturer: State Industries
Model No.: PV4010RT7
Serial No.: E90219911
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165. Location of crawl spaces access point: Right bedroom .
166. The combination ceiling fan/light fixture in the dining area needs balancing.
167. Overall paint condition is fair. Overall flooring condition is fair.
168. Both of the small windows in the living room are fogged.
169. The secondary drain for the HVAC system has not been installed, as shown in the
following photo. I suggest installing a sensor that will shut the furnace off in the
event that the primary drain becomes clogged.

170. The catch pan for the water heater does not have a drain installed, as shown in the
following photo.
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171. The ceiling-mounted vent fan in the laundry closet does not come on. It may need
to be replaced.
172. Some of the doors at the interior have some worn or damaged areas, as exemplified
in the following photo.

173. Some of the doors have missing, damaged, or ineffectual doorstops. Doorstops can
help prevent the damage to nearby surfaces that might otherwise be done because
of doors swinging into them.
174. Both of the smaller windows in the left rear bedroom are fogged.
175. The larger window in the left rear bedroom is fogged.
176. The large window in the left rear bedroom is missing its screen.
177. The decorative globe above the vanity sink in the front bathroom is cracked, as
shown in the following photo.

178. The outlet on the wall of the front bathroom is loose. I suggest resecuring it.
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179. The inlaid vinyl near the toilet in the front bathroom is discolored, as shown in the
following photo. This may be an indication of a leak at the wax ring.

180. The vanity sink in the front bathroom drains slowly.
181. The light fixture above the vanity sink in the rear bathroom has two bulbs that do
not come on. Perhaps its bulbs are burnt out.
182. The caulking where the bath tub meets the laminate floor is cracked in areas, as
shown in the following photo. I suggest recaulking, as needed.
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183. The caulking around the tub spout is cracked, as shown in the following photo. I
suggest recaulking, as needed.

184. Some of the window sills have some cosmetic damage from condensate, as shown
in the following photo.
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185. The carpeting has some staining in areas. I suggest having an appropriate
professional carpet cleaning contractor address this issue.

186. The handle for the Spacesaver®-style microwave/range vent is broken, as shown in
the following photo.
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187. The dishwasher collides with the oven when opening, as shown in the following
photo. Perhaps some adjustments could be made.

188. The dishwasher has some rust staining on the interior, as shown in the following
photo.
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189. The freestanding, all-electric oven needs some balancing.
190. The decorative cap for the kitchen faucet is missing, as shown in the following
photo.

191. The subfloor in the hallway is a little creaky. Perhaps some adjustments could be
made.

Unit 102:
192. Heating Equipment
Location: In the hall closet.
Approximate age: 27iyears.
Filter types and locations, if applicable: Access at the top of the furnace. Filter
size is 12x20x1 inches.
Manufacturer: Day & Night
Model No.: 547EN018
Serial No.: 2489A15217
193. Water heater
Capacity: 40-gallon.
Model year (or date of installation): 2002
Location: In the laundry room.
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Manufacturer: State Industries
Model No.: PV401ORT7
Serial No.: E90219929
194. Two minors were present in this unit. The listing agent was also present during the
inspection, as were two property managers.
195. Carpet conditions are poor to fair. Wall conditions are fair.
196. Condensate markings have developed around the interior windows, as exemplified
in the following photo. This is likely from condensation formed on the aluminum.

197. The furnace filter is dirty and in the incorrect air flow direction, as exemplified in
the following photo. I suggest replacing it with a new filter in the correct air flow
direction.
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198. The TPRV (Temperature-Pressure Relief Valve) drain pipe is ribbed soft copper,
as shown in the following photo. It is my understanding of plumbing practice that
this is not considered an adequate TPRV (Temperature-Pressure Relief Valve)
drain pipe material. I suggest having a licensed plumbing contractor address this
issue.

199. The catch tray below the water heater is broken. I suggest replacing it.
200. The door handle is missing for the entry from the main bathroom location to the
shower area, as shown in the following photo. This was removed by the tenants.

201. The hot and cold water indicators are missing from numerous valve handles.
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202. The master bedroom entry door fails to latch when closed. I suggest moving its
strike plate to align better with the latch bolt. (Alternatively, it may be acceptable
to simply grind or file the latch opening in the strike plate a little larger in the
correct direction.)
203. The hallway bathroom tub drains more slowly than it fills. This indicates a clog.
204. Construction scraps containing cellulose (wood or paper products) have been left
in the crawl spaces under the structure. Since these scraps can eventually attract
various wood destroying organisms, I recommend that they be removed.
205. The vapor barrier is missing along the center of the crawl space below this unit. I
suggest respreading it or adding more, as necessary, to cover 100% of the earthen
floor beneath the building.
206. The interior sides of the concrete foundation footings in all perimeter locations
have mud trails down them from exterior surface water that entered through the
cold joints between the footings and the stem walls, as exemplified in the
following photo. Although there was no water present at the time of this
inspection, I suggest periodically monitoring for possible future water after periods
of heavy precipitation or intense irrigation.
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207. Some under-floor mounting brackets have become damaged and I noticed a few
gray polybutylene water supply pipes draped throughout the crawl spaces, as
exemplified in the following photo. I suggest hiring a plumber to resupport the
piping, as needed, to avoid potential leaks from developing.

208. Dryer lint has built up in the crawl spaces below the left lower unit, as exemplified
in the following photo. However, I did not notice any disconnections at this time. I
suggest removing the lint and making sure that no leaks are present.
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209. Rust has developed beneath the HVAC equipment of both units. This could
indicate condensate leaks.
210. The majority of the perimeter foundation vents below this dwelling are covered by
blow-on fiberglass insulation.

Unit 201:
211. Heating Equipment
Location: In the hallway storage closet.
Approximate age: 26iyears.
Filter types and locations, if applicable: Below the furance. (12x20x1 inch)
Manufacturer: Carrier
Model No.: 517EN018
Serial No.: 2489A15215
212. Water heater
Capacity: 40-gallon.
Model year (or date of installation): 1990
Location: In the laundry closet.
Manufacturer: State
Model No.: PV401ORT7
Serial No.: E90219932
213. Location of attic access is in the laundry closet.
214. The family room a ceiling fan, only.
215. The front window sills have a small amount of biological growth, as exemplified in
the following photo. This is most likely due to condensation buildup.
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216. One of the bulbs to the dining room chandelier does not turn on when switched.
Perhaps the bulb is burnt out.
217. The ceiling below the skylight has a large amount of condensation streaking, as
shown in the following photo.

218. The weather stripping on one side of the skylight has come loose, as shown in the
following photo. There is no evidence of water damage due to this condition.

219. The living room carpet has relaxed and wrinkled at the entrance to the kitchen.
220. The vertical blind to the sliding glass door is missing one slat.
221. The lock to the sliding glass door is broken.
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222. The slats between the wooden deck boards are ¾ inch or greater, as exemplified in
the following photo. This could pose a tripping issue with the right kind of foot
wear.

223. The exterior outlet did not trip.
224. The exterior outlet is missing its weatherproof cover, as shown in the following
photo.

225. The patio closet light fixture did not turn on when switched.
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226. The guard wall on the back patio at its connection to the building has pulled away,
as shown in the following photo. However, it is still sturdy.

227. The dishwasher’s drain hose fails to form a high enough “high loop” for sanitation,
as shown in the following photo. Some part of the hose should be clamped against
the underside of the countertop to help ensure that contaminated dishwater in the
kitchen sink basins cannot flow by gravity or by siphon action back into the
dishwasher.
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228. The finish on the wood has been scraped away on two or more location of the
lower kitchen cabinets, as shown in the following photo.

229. The sheetrock attic firewall is not taped and sealed.
230. The plastic vent line entering this attic from the adjoining unit’s attic has had the
flexible hose attached to it disconnected, as shown in the following photo.
231. White flexible hose has been used to complete the exhaust line in this attic. I
believe this should be all black plastic.
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232. The pull knob has been removed from the bifolding closet door for the mechanical
closet of the hallway, as shown in the following photo. I suggest replacing the pull
knob.

233. The air filter was dirty at the time of inspection, as exemplified in the following
photo. Due to the likely lack of filter maintenance, I suggest having a licensed
HVAC contractor address this issue.
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234. The access cover is missing from for the filter of the furnace, as shown in the
following photo. I suggest replacing it.

235. Part of the guide mounting bracket is loose and missing a screw for one of the
bifolding doors of the laundry closet in the hallway, as shown in the following
photo. I suggest further securing the guide.

236. The master bedroom closet door is somewhat difficult to latch when closed. I
suggest moving its strike plate to align better with the latch bolt. (Alternatively, it
may be acceptable to simply grind or file the latch opening in the strike plate a
little larger in the correct direction.)
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237. Condensate and staining have developed on the interior windowsill of the rearfacing master bedroom window and the front-facing windows of the front left
bedroom, as exemplified in the following photo.

238. I discovered a few nail bumps throughout the interior of the unit, as exemplified in
the following photo.
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239. I was not able to enter either of the bathrooms and tub/shower combination of this
unit as someone was bathing at the time of inspection.
240. One of the floor guides catches on the bottom edges of the bypassing closet doors
of the front left bedroom, as shown in the following photo. This causes great
difficulty to open the closet. I suggest adjusting the floor guide.

Unit 202:
241. Heating Equipment
Location: In the hallway storage closet.
Approximate age: 26iyears.
Filter types and locations, if applicable: Below the furance. (12x20x1 inch)
Manufacturer: Carrier
Model No.: 517EN018
Serial No.: 2489A15216
242. Water heater
Capacity: 40-gallon.
Model year (or date of installation): 2002
Location: In the laundry closet.
Manufacturer: Whirlpool
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Model No.: E1F40RD045V
Serial No.: 0216124686
243. Location of attic access is in the laundry closet.
244. The carpeting is being held together by duct tape at the front entrance, as shown in
the following photo

245. Flooring conditions are poor. Wall conditions are fair.
246. The window screen to the front window is ripped.
247. The blind to the front middle window has one or more broken slats.
248. The ceiling fan in the family room could not be turned on with the pull-chain with
the light switch in the “on” position, as shown in the following photo.
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249. The lock on the sliding glass door does not function.
250. The balcony guard wall is pulling away, as shown in the following photo.
However, it is still sturdy.

251. The kitchen vinyl flooring has taped over damage, as shown in the following
photo.
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252. The wall between the dining area and bedroom hallway has two or more sheetrock
cracks, as exemplified in the following photo.

253. The carpeting in the living room has staining, as exemplified in the following
photo.
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254. The air filter was quite dirty at the time of inspection, as shown in the following
photo. In addition, the air filter does not filly seal within its tracks which will likely
allow unfiltered air to cycle though the HVAC system. I suggest having a licensed
HVAC contractor address this issue.

255. The interior sheetrock surfaces on the ceiling of the mechanical closet in the
hallway has a small damaged area, as shown in the following photo. I suggest
patching this and any other such penetrations, as needed.

256. A few of the interior doorknobs are quite loose. I suggest further securing them, as
needed.
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257. Two of the light bulbs did not turn on in the wall-mounted three-light fixture above
the vanity sink in the hallway bathroom. Perhaps its bulbs are burnt out.
258. I discovered a crack on the interior sheetrock surfaces of the right interior wall of
the master bedroom, as shown in the following photo. While such cracks can
occasionally indicate some settling of the building, they do not necessarily indicate
any structural deficiencies and should be considered mostly a cosmetic concern.

259. The inlaid vinyl floor covering is cupping a little and the caulking is cracked along
the bottom edges of the tub/shower combination in the hallway bathroom, as
exemplified in the following photo. I suggest applying additional caulking, as
needed.
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260. Caulking is cracked or missing where the tub spout meets the wall in the
tub/shower combination of the hallway bathroom, as shown in the following photo.
I suggest applying some caulking.

261. The drain stopper is missing from the tub/shower combination of the hallway
bathroom. I suggest replacing the drain stopper.
262. A rather large plant has been allowed to grow up into the front-facing windows of
the front right bedroom, as shown in the following photo. This can result in
cosmetic damage to the glass panels of the windows and the interior sheetrock
adjacent to them.
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263. Staining has developed along the bottom edges of the interior window sills of the
front-facing windows of the front right bedroom, as exemplified in the following
photo. This is likely from condensate.

264. I discovered a few nail bumps throughout the interior of the unit, as exemplified in
the following photo.
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Building 1462:
265. Cooling Equipment
Location of outdoor compressor (condenser) unit: behind the building
Manufacturer: Carrier
Model No.: 590ANX014000AAAA
Serial No.: 4289E33956
Approximate age: 26iyears.
Manufacturer: Carrier
Model No.: 590ANX014000AAAA
Serial No.: 4289E33961
Approximate age: 26iyears.
Manufacturer: Carrier
Model No.: 590ANX014000AAAA
Serial No.: 4289E33957
Approximate age: 26iyears.
Manufacturer: Carrier
Model No.: 590ANX014000AAAA
Serial No.: 4289E33962
Approximate age: 26iyears.
266. The cover to the dryer vent at the middle of the back side is missing, as shown in
the following photo.
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Unit 101:
267. Heating Equipment
Location: In the laundry closet.
Approximate age: 28iyears.
Filter types and locations, if applicable: Filter size is 12x20x1 inches.
Manufacturer: Day & Night
Model No.: 517EN018
Serial No.: 2489A15213
268. Water heater
Capacity: 40-gallon.
Model year (or date of installation): 2009
Location: In the laundry closet.
Manufacturer: Reliance
Model No.: 640D0RT
Serial No.: 0947J005080
269. Location of crawl spaces access point: Right bedroom .
270. The screen frame for the large window in the living room is bent, as shown in the
following photo.
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271. The bypassing closet doors to the left bedrooms do not have floor guides installed.
I suggest installing floor guides.
272. The front window in the right bedroom is fogged.
273. The rear window on the left wall of the left bedroom is fogged.
274. The overall paint condition is good. The overall flooring condition is fair.
275. The window nearest the fireplace in the living room is fogged.
276. The small window nearest the main entry door on the left wall of the living room is
fogged.
277. Some of the window sills have some cosmetic damage from condensate, as shown
in the following photo.

278. The lower part of the jamb for the door leading to the front bathroom is split, as
shown in the following photo.
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279. The light fixture above the vanity sink in the rear bathroom has a bulb that does not
come on. Perhaps the bulb is burnt out.
280. Some of the catch pan installed beneath the water heater has been cut, as shown in
the following photo.

281. The filters for the furnace is a little short, as shown in the following photo. While
they can be placed correctly to cover the entire return, I suggest using larger filters.
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282. The filter for the furnace is quite dirty, as shown in the following photo. I suggest
replacing it.

283. The coolant line for the HVAC system has some areas where the insulation is
missing, as exemplified in the following photo. This is allowing some condensate
to drip down onto the finished surfaces below. I suggest having an appropriate
professional contractor address this issue.
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284. The secondary drain for the HVAC system has not been installed, as shown in the
following photo. I suggest installing a sensor that will shut the furnace off in the
event that the primary drain becomes clogged.

285. The inlaid vinyl flooring in the kitchen has a small tear, as shown in the following
photo.
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286. The inlaid vinyl floor near the sliding glass door has been cupping and nails have
been used to hold the vinyl in place, as shown in the following photo. This area
does not have caulk. I suggest recaulking this area.

287. All the burners for the freestanding all electric oven have been removed, likely for
cleaning, as shown in the following photo.

288. A crawl space access is in the right bedroom closet.
289. The crawl space accesses in the building flow all the way through. This will allow
tenants from one unit access to the other.
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290. The interior sides of the concrete foundation footings have mud trails down them
from exterior surface water that entered through the cold joints between the
footings and the stem walls, as exemplified in the following photo. Although there
was no water present at the time of this inspection, I suggest periodically
monitoring for possible future water after periods of heavy precipitation or intense
irrigation.

291. The dryer duct is or has been discharging some lint and moisture-laden air into the
crawl space, as shown in the following photo. I suggest having an appropriate
professional contractor address this issue.
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292. Some sections of the crawl space do not have vapor barrier, as exemplified in the
following photo. I suggest respreading or replacing the vapor barrier throughout
the crawl space, as needed.

293. The carpeted floors have some stains, as exemplified in the following photo.
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294. The HVAC ducting in the crawl spaces has some rusty stains, as if from
condensate leaks due to blocked drain lines, as shown in the following photo. I
suggest having a licensed HVAC contractor address this issue.

295. The interior sides of the concrete foundation footings along most perimeter
locations have mud trails down them from exterior surface water that entered
through the cold joints between the footings and the stem walls, as exemplified in
the following photo. Although there was no water present at the time of this
inspection, I suggest periodically monitoring for possible future water after periods
of heavy precipitation or intense irrigation.
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296. The blown-on fiberglass insulation in the crawl spaces covers some or all of the
perimeter foundation vents. I suggest uncovering the vents for more adequate air
flow.
297. This building has gray polybutylene water supply lines incorporating barbed
copper insert fittings. Although these fittings are an improvement over earlier
versions of this type of piping that incorporated plastic or aluminum (and which
were the subjects of class action law suits), many plumbers feel that the plastic
pipe, itself, will have higher failure rates than some other types of piping systems.
Therefore, you may wish to obtain the opinions of one or more plumbing
contractors to help determine the likely condition, longevity, and possible risks
associated with this type of water supply plumbing. (Many plumbers will say “It’s
not a question of whether this piping will fail; but when.” They will cite the
argument that any exposure to chlorinated water will eventually cause internal
scaling and embrittlement of the pipe. You will likely discover that not all
plumbers are in agreement on this issue. You might also discover that the Internet
has almost too much information for the lay person to wade through. Therefore, I
strongly urge you to form your own educated opinions to guide your decisions.
Our company will be happy to try to answer any further questions you may have;
however, our opinions may differ from those of other professionals.
Some of the underfloor mounting brackets are damaged or disconnected from the
gray polybutylene water supply pipes. This can put strain on barbed copper fittings
and lead to eventual leaks. I suggest having it further assessed by a qualified
plumber and rehung, as necessary.
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298. The crawl spaces beneath the left and right lower units are connected. Therefore,
theoretically, one could enter the crawl space in one unit and up through the floor
of the neighboring unit.
299. The vapor barrier is pulled away from the center of the crawl spaces. I suggest
respreading it, as necessary, for 100% coverage.
300. Dryer lint has built up in the crawl spaces. I suggest removing it. I did not discover
any active disconnections in the vent ducting at this time.

Unit 102:
301. Heating Equipment
Location: In the laundry closet.
Approximate age: 28iyears.
Filter types and locations, if applicable: Filter size is 12x20x1 inches.
Manufacturer: Day & Night
Model No.: 517EN018
Serial No.: 2489A15213
302. Water heater
Capacity: 40-gallon.
Model year (or date of installation): 26
Location: In the laundry closet.
Manufacturer: State Industries
Model No.: PV401ORT7
Serial No.: E90219928
303. The free-standing range/oven appliance has no anti-tip bracket installed. (These
brackets are installed at one of the rear feet and intended to prevent the appliance
from tipping forward if a child happens to open the oven door and climbs onto it.)
304. The hallway bathroom shower valve handle spins continuously without internal
stops.
305. Carpet conditions are fair. Wall conditions are fair.
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306. The subflooring of the kitchen adjacent to the refrigerator cubby dips somewhat.
However, I was unable to locate a deficiency that may have caused this.

307. The hot and cold water valves are reversed from convention in the kitchen sink.
(They spin the opposite direction.) However, this should be considered “okay”.
308. Water leaks from the diffuser of the kitchen sink faucet. I suggest having a licensed
plumbing contractor address this issue.
309. Water leaks from the cold water valve handle of the kitchen sink. I suggest having
a licensed plumbing contractor address this issue.
310. The soap dispenser tray does not open completely in the dishwasher.
311. The vinyl flooring of the front entry, around the base of the dishwasher and in
some of the bathrooms, is peeling, as exemplified in the following photo. You may
wish to resecure or repair it, as necessary.
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312. The front-facing living room windows are fogged visibly. I suggest having a
qualified window contractor further evaluate this issue.
313. Condensate staining has developed in window sills from the aluminum-framed
windows. This is typical. However, please refer to further discussion regarding
condensate at aluminum-framed windows, which I have included in the section
titled “Ownership Tips for this Particular Property” near the end of this report.

314. A latch is missing from one of the closet doors. You may wish to replace it.
315. The front bedroom windows have fogged visibly. I suggest having an appropriate
professional contractor address this issue.
316. The furnace filter was packed with dirt, as exemplified in the following photo. I
noticed a clean filter nearby. Therefore, I replaced it during this inspection.
However, I suggest having a licensed HVAC contractor address this issue.
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317. The TPRV (Temperature-Pressure Relief Valve) drain pipe is ribbed soft copper,
as shown in the following photo. It is my understanding of plumbing practice that
this is not considered an adequate TPRV (Temperature-Pressure Relief Valve)
drain pipe material. I suggest having a licensed plumbing contractor address this
issue.

318. The ceiling exhaust fan of the laundry room is a little loud during operation.
Perhaps the blades should be cleaned.
319. The hallway bathroom vanity sink drains more slowly than it fills. This does
indicate a minor clog.
320. The heater bulb is missing from the shower area in the bathroom ceiling. You may
wish to replace it.
321. The bathroom ceiling exhaust fan above the shower rattles during operation. I
suggest having an appropriate professional contractor address this issue.
322. The master bedroom closet door has been removed from its hinges. You may wish
to replace it.
323. The rear bedroom window has “fogged” visibly.
324. The blown on fiberglass insulation in the crawl spaces covers some or all of the
perimeter foundation vents. I suggest uncovering the vents for more adequate
airflow.
325. The interior sides of the concrete foundation footings at most perimeter locations
have mud trails down them from exterior surface water that entered through the
cold joints between the footings and the stem walls. Although there was no water
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present at the time of this inspection, I suggest periodically monitoring for possible
future water after periods of heavy precipitation or intense irrigation.
326. Some of the under floor mounting bracket are damaged or disconnected from the
gray polybutylene water supply pipes. This can put strain on barbed copper fittings
and lead to eventual leaks. I suggest having a licensed plumbing contractor further
assess and rehang the piping as necessary.
327. The crawl spaces beneath the left and right lower units are connected. Therefore,
theoretically, one could enter the crawl spaces on one unit and up through the floor
of the neighboring unit.
328. The vapor barrier is pulled away from the center of the crawl spaces. I suggest
respreading it, as necessary for 100% coverage.
329. Dry lint has built up in the crawl spaces. I suggest removing it. I did not discover
any active disconnection in the vent ducting at this time.

Unit 201:
330. Heating Equipment
Location: In the hallway storage closet.
Approximate age: 26iyears.
Filter types and locations, if applicable: Below the furance. (12x20x1 inch)
Manufacturer: Carrier
Model No.: 517EN018
Serial No.: 2489A15268
331. Water heater
Capacity: 40-gallon.
Model year (or date of installation): 2009
Location: In the laundry closet.
Manufacturer: Reliance
Model No.: 640DORT
Serial No.: 0947J005081
332. Location of attic access is in the laundry closet.
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333. Flooring conditions are poor. Wall conditions are fair.
334. Due to the large amount of furnishings and personal items, not all wall and flooring
could be sufficiently inspected.

335. This unit contains a ceiling fan only in the family room.
336. Four bulbs of the dining room light fixture did not turn on when switched. Perhaps
its bulbs are burnt out.
337. The screen to the sliding door is ripped along one edge and has several puncture
holes.
338. The light bulb in the patio storage closet did not turn on when switched.
339. The exterior outlet did not respond to a trip test.
340. The inlaid vinyl floor covering in front of the sliding glass door is stained, as
shown in the following photo.
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341. Due to the clutter at the kitchen sink, the faucet and disposer were not tested, as
shown in the following photo.

342. The line from the laundry closet exhaust fan is disconnected from the roof
connection in the attic.
343. The apartment has a definite pet odor, although no signs of pets were found.
344. The front bedroom was not inspected due to the large amount of personal items, as
shown in the following photo.
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345. The access cover is missing from for the filter of the furnace, as shown in the
following photo. I suggest replacing it.

346. The interior of the furnace and blower compartment were dirty and the air filter
was quite dirty at the time of this inspection, as shown in the following photo. Due
to the likely lack of filter maintenance, I suggest having a licensed HVAC
contractor address this issue.
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347. A patch has been performed on the interior sheetrock of the hallway, as shown in
the following photo. However, this is only a cosmetic concern.

348. The doorknobs on a few of the doors throughout the unit are loose. I suggest
further securing them, as needed.
349. Some of the interior doors are quite worn, as exemplified in the following photo. I
suggest rejuvenating these surfaces by rubbing fresh varnish into them with
#0000 steel wool pads. (The steel wool pads will scrape away any unsound finish
coatings, along with any unwanted oils or dirt, while simultaneously presenting the
fresh varnish to the wood.)
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350. Three of the light bulbs did not turn on in the wall-mounted four-light fixture
above the master bathroom vanity sink. Perhaps its bulbs are burnt out.
351. The heat lamp light bulb did not turn on in the ceiling-mounted two-light fixture
and fan above the tub/shower combination in the hallway bathroom. Perhaps the
bulb is burnt out.
352. Three of the light bulbs did not turn on in the four-light wall-mounted fixture
above the vanity sink of the hallway bathroom. Perhaps its bulbs are burnt out.
353. The showerhead is leaking at its connection to the shower supply line in the
tub/shower combination of the hallway bathroom, as shown in the following photo.

354. I discovered a few nail bumps throughout the interior of the unit, as exemplified in
the following photo.
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Unit 202:
355. Heating Equipment
Location: In the hallway storage closet.
Approximate age: 26iyears.
Filter types and locations, if applicable: Below the furance. (12x20x1 inch)
Manufacturer: Carrier
Model No.: 517EN018
Serial No.: 2489A1567
356. Water heater
Capacity: 40-gallon.
Model year (or date of installation): 1990
Location: In the laundry closet.
Manufacturer: State
Model No.: PV401ORT7
Serial No.: E90219921
357. Location of attic access is in the laundry closet.
358. The family room left side window appears to be “fogged”.
359. The outside patio outlet did not trip with an outlet tester. This should be on a GFI
circuit.
360. The sliding glass door lock does not function. The lower kitchen cabinet door has
is cracked and has been patched, as shown in the following photo.
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361. The free-standing range/oven appliance has no anti-tip bracket installed. (These
brackets are installed at one of the rear feet and intended to prevent the appliance
from tipping forward if a child happens to open the oven door and climbs onto it.)
362. The drip pan for the water heater is damaged, as shown in the following photo. As
this water heater is installed above and adjacent to living space, I suggest replacing
the drip pan and plumbing the drain for the drip pan to the exterior.

363. The sheetrock walls below the skylight have condensation drip lines. However, this
is only a cosmetic concern.
364. The front bathroom ceiling exhaust fan exhaust line has become disconnected in
the attic.
365. The sheetrock divider firewall is not completely sealed in the attic, as shown in the
following photo.
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366. The black piping entering this attic from the adjoining unit ends where it is stubbed
through the wall. There is a hole directly above this pipe for the exhaust line to
continue.

367. Wall conditions are good. Flooring conditions are good.
368. The access cover is missing from the air filter below the furnace, as shown in the
following photo.
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369. The exterior finish of the bifolding closet doors of the laundry are worn, as
exemplified in the following photo. I suggest rejuvenating these surfaces by
rubbing fresh varnish into them with #0000 steel wool pads. (The steel wool pads
will scrape away any unsound finish coatings, along with any unwanted oils or dirt,
while simultaneously presenting the fresh varnish to the wood.)

370. A clear plastic sheet has been installed over the rear-facing window of the master
bedroom and the front-facing window of the front right bedroom, as shown in the
following photo. This may indicate the window is drafty or potentially “fogged”.
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371. Condensate has developed on the interior side of the window frame for the rearfacing window of the master bedroom, as exemplified in the following photo.

372. The water supply piping for the shower in the tub/shower combination of the
hallway bathroom is a little loose in the wall and I can hear the supply piping
hitting the interior wall cavity when the showerhead is adjusted. I suggest having a
licensed plumbing contractor address this issue.
373. The caulking is cracked or missing where the tub spout meets the wall of the
tub/shower combination in the hallway bathroom, as shown in the following photo.
I suggest applying additional caulking, as needed.
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374. The GFCI (Ground Fault Circuit Interrupting) duplex outlet on the right interior
wall of the hallway bathroom does not trip when tested with my outlet tester but
does trip when using the button on the outlet itself. In addition, this outlet is
downstream from the GFCI duplex outlet on the rear interior wall of the master
bathroom which can cause some confusion when resetting the GFI protection. I
suggest replacing this outlet with a traditional interior duplex outlet.
375. A small section of the hallway storage closet door has been patched, as shown in
the following photo. However, this is only a cosmetic concern.

376. Condensate has collected at the base of the front-facing windows of the front right
bedroom, as exemplified in the following photo. This has resulted in some staining
and peeling of the paint in these areas.
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Building 1468:
377. Cooling Equipment
Location of outdoor compressor (condenser) units: Left rear
Manufacturer: Day & Night
Model No.: 590ANX014000AAAA
Serial No.: 4289E33953
Approximate age: 28iyears.
Manufacturer: Day & Night
Model No.: 590ANX014000AAAA
Serial No.: 4289E33959
Approximate age: 28iyears.
Manufacturer: Day & Night
Model No.: 590ANX014000AAAA
Serial No.: 4289E33963
Approximate age: 28iyears.
Manufacturer: Day & Night
Model No.: 590ANX014000AAAA
Serial No.: 4289E33952
Approximate age: 28iyears.
378. The sidewalks and grounds around the structure were covered in snow during this
inspection. Therefore, I was unable to fully assess some of these areas.
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379. The freeze-proof sill cock (exterior garden hose valve) insulated cover at the left
front exterior was frozen and I was unable to remove it from the hose bib, as
shown in the following photo. However, I noticed it is not secured well to the
nearby siding and is not installed in a manner that will allow it to drain easily.

380. Paint is chipped and peeling from the chimney trim surfaces, as exemplified in the
following photo. I suggest removing all unsound paint, as necessary, repriming all
resulting bare wood, and repainting to reasonably match adjacent surfaces.
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381. The concrete foundation walls have some minor vertically oriented cracks that
should be considered “cosmetic”, only. Such cracks are typical for this climate and
do not indicate any structural deficiencies.
382. The roof of this structure was covered in snow during this inspection. Therefore,
many of its surfaces were not visible.
383. One or more louvered plastic exhaust vent caps have been painted. I suggest
removing the paint to help the louvers open more freely even if they are not stuck
shut by the paint.
384. The dryer exhaust vent cap for the lower left unit is disconnected in the foundation
vent at the rear exterior, as shown in the following photo. I suggest reattaching any
damaged or missing vents.

385. The insulation wrap for all A/C compressor at the rear are missing or tattered, as
exemplified in the following photo. I suggest replacing the insulation wrap, as
necessary.
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386. Paint is chipped and peeling from some of the rear exterior siding adjacent to the
foundation, as exemplified in the following photo. I suggest removing all unsound
paint, repriming all resulting bare wood, and repainting to reasonably match
adjacent surfaces.

387. The main disconnects for each unit are easily accessible at the exterior from the
meter block, as shown in the following photo. This could be a security risk.
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388. Some of the louvered vent caps at the rear center exterior are missing louvers, as
exemplified in the following photo. I suggest replacing any missing louvers or
damaged vent caps. A similar damaged vent cap was noted at the right rear exterior
near the foundation.

389. The grading at the right rear and in a few other areas is insufficiently sloped to
ensure that roof runoff, direct precipitation, or irrigation water will be able to flow
successfully away from the foundation quickly enough to avoid infiltration into
adjacent below-grade spaces. The default specifications for slope of soils away
from foundations require 6 inches of drop in the first 10 feet and 2 feet of drop,
thereafter. However, one must also consider the relative porosity of surface
materials and the likely slopes of less permeable subsurface soil layers that may
also exist.
390. Some of the siding slats in the right gable have warped, as exemplified in the
following photo. This may be from humidity in the attic. However, this is rather
typical for a structure of this age.
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391. Paint is scuffed from some of the siding materials at the right exterior, as
exemplified in the following photo. I suggest “touchup” painting, as needed.

392. At least two or three of the concrete steps have cracks, as exemplified in the
following photo. At least one step was loose during this inspection. I suggest
having an appropriate professional contractor address this issue.

393. Some of the exterior front entry light fixture are a little loose or have damaged
caps. I suggest having an appropriate professional contractor address this issue.
394. The fire extinguishers were inspected in October of 2016. therefore, they will need
to be reinspected on or before October 2017.
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Unit 101:
395. Heating Equipment
Location: In the hallway storage closet.
Approximate age: 27iyears.
Filter types and locations, if applicable: Above the furance. (12x20x1 inch)
Manufacturer: Day & Night
Model No.: 517EN018
Serial No.: 2489A15211
396. Water heater
Capacity: 40-gallon.
Model year (or date of installation): 1989
Location: In the laundry room.
Manufacturer: State Industries
Model No.: PV401ORT7
Serial No.: E90219920
397. Location of crawl spaces access point: Rear bedroom closet floor .
398. Carpet conditions are good. Wall conditions are good.
399. The vinyl flooring of the front entry is peeling just below the threshold of the door,
as shown in the following photo. I suggest sealing or repairing it, as needed.
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400. The living room front-facing sash springs have loosened. This causes the window
sash to fall from an open position. I suggest making adjustments, as needed. (This
has developed elsewhere.)
401. The front-facing living room window has “fogged” visibly. I suggest having a
qualified window contractor further evaluate this issue.
402. Some minor cracks have developed in the hearth tiles around the fireplace.
However, this should be considered fairly typical.
403. The left front bedroom operable window is missing a sash lock. Therefore, it
cannot be locked. I suggest replacing it.
404. Water stains have developed in some of the windowsills, as exemplified in the
following photo. Please refer to further discussion regarding at aluminum-framed
windows, which I have included in the section titled “Ownership Tips for this
Particular Property” near the end of this report.

405. A few baseboard-mounted doorstops are missing in the unit, as exemplified in the
following photo. You may wish to replace them. However, this is considered fairly
typical.
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406. Some cracks have developed in the vent cover of the microwave in the kitchen, as
shown in the following photo. However, this is only a cosmetic concern.

407. Water leaks from where the garbage disposer connects to the drain plumbing in the
cabinet below the kitchen sink, as exemplified in the following photo. I suggest
having a licensed plumbing contractor address this issue.

408. The plug grippers for some electrical outlets in this unit are loose. This can cause
the 2-prong-style plugs to more easily fall free from these outlets. You may wish to
replace the outlets, as needed.
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409. The furnace filter is installed in the incorrect airflow direction, as shown in the
following photo. Additionally, a cover is missing from across the front of the
blower compartment, which allows air to bypass the filter. This has led to dust and
dirt development inside the appliance. I suggest having a licensed HVAC
contractor further assess this system. Furthermore, the electric furnace is 27 years
old..

410. The TPRV (Temperature-Pressure Relief Valve) drain pipe for the water heater in
this unit is of flexible soft copper, as exemplified in the following photo. It is my
understanding of plumbing practice that ribbed soft copper is not an acceptable
TPRV (Temperature-Pressure Relief Valve) drain. I suggest having a licensed
plumbing contractor address this issue.
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411. The catch pan below the water heater is damaged, as exemplified in the following
photo. I suggest replacing it.

412. Some drywall taping joints have cracked in the ceiling of the laundry room, as
exemplified in the following photo. However, this is only a cosmetic concern.

413. The vinyl flooring of the laundry area is tattered and damaged. I suggest replacing
it.
414. The ceiling light fixture of the left rear bedroom failed to illuminate during this
inspection. Perhaps the bulb is burnt out. I suggest replacing the bulb and retesting
the fixture. If it still fails to illuminate, I suggest having a licensed electrician
address this issue.
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415. The vinyl flooring is cut and tattered in the bathrooms, as exemplified in the
following photo. I suggest sealing or making repairs, as needed.

416. The caulking around the base of the bathroom tub spout is cracked. I suggest
reapplying caulking, as needed.
417. This building has gray polybutylene water supply lines incorporating barbed
copper insert fittings. Although these fittings are an improvement over earlier
versions of this type of piping that incorporated plastic or aluminum (and which
were the subjects of class action law suits), many plumbers feel that the plastic
pipe, itself, will have higher failure rates than some other types of piping systems.
Therefore, you may wish to obtain the opinions of one or more plumbing
contractors to help determine the likely condition, longevity, and possible risks
associated with this type of water supply plumbing. (Many plumbers will say “It’s
not a question of whether this piping will fail; but when.” They will cite the
argument that any exposure to chlorinated water will eventually cause internal
scaling and embrittlement of the pipe. You will likely discover that not all
plumbers are in agreement on this issue. You might also discover that the Internet
has almost too much information for the lay person to wade through. Therefore, I
strongly urge you to form your own educated opinions to guide your decisions.
Our company will be happy to try to answer any further questions you may have;
however, our opinions may differ from those of other professionals.
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Furthermore, numerous gray polybutylene water supply pipes are disconnected or
hanging from under floor mounting brackets, as exemplified in the following
photo. I suggest hiring a plumber to make sure it is supported, as per manufacturer
specifications, to prevent strain or potential damage from developing.

418. The dryer exhaust duct below this unit is disconnected just below the laundry room
floor, as exemplified in the following two photos. Dryer lint has been discharging
into the crawl spaces for some time. I suggest reattaching the ducting and
removing the lint from the crawl spaces.
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419. Construction scraps containing cellulose (wood or paper products) have been left
in the crawl spaces under the structure. Since these scraps can eventually attract
various wood destroying organisms, I recommend that they be removed.
420. The vapor barrier has been pulled away from the earthen floors along the center of
the crawl spaces, as exemplified in the following photo. I suggest respreading the
vapor barrier, as necessary. The purpose of the vapor barrier is to prevent possible
migrating moisture that may reside in soils from raising the relative humidity in the
crawl spaces. I suggest adding more, as necessary.
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421. An HVAC duct has fallen and rests on the floor of the crawl spaces below the right
lower unit in this building, as shown in the following photo. The ducting has
disconnected in the past and has been reattached using a single strip of duct tape. I
suggest having a licensed HVAC contractor connect these ducts better. (Multiple
other ducts are laying across the floor of the crawl spaces.)

422. The perimeter foundation vents throughout the crawl spaces are covered by blownon insulation in a few areas. I suggest uncovering the vents inside the crawl spaces,
as necessary, for more proper airflow.
423. The interior sides of the majority of the concrete foundation footings have mud
trails down them from exterior surface water that entered through the cold joints
between the footings and the stem walls. Although there was no water present at
the time of this inspection, I suggest periodically monitoring for possible future
water after periods of heavy precipitation or intense irrigation.

Unit 102:
424. Heating Equipment
Location: In the hall closet.
Approximate age: 27iyears.
Filter types and locations, if applicable: Access at the top of the furnace. Filter
size is 12x20x1 inches.
Manufacturer: Day & Night
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Model No.: 517EN018
Serial No.: 2489A15270
425. Water heater
Capacity: 50-gallon.
Model year (or date of installation): 1997
Location: In the laundry closet.
Manufacturer: Richmond
Model No.: 8V52-2C
Serial No.: RC0497125849
426. Location of crawl spaces access point: Rear bedroom closet. .
427. Overall paint condition is good. Overall flooring condition is fair.
428. Some of the windowsills have some cosmetic damaged to the sheetrock and sills
from condensation forming on the windows, as exemplified in the following two
photos.
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429. Carpets have staining in areas, as exemplified in the following photo. I suggest
having a carpet cleaning professional contractor assess whether the stains can be
removed.
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430. The housing for the HVAC system has two holes, as shown in the following photo.
I suggest closing the holes.

431. Some small sections of the coolant line for the HVAC system are uninsulated, as
exemplified in the following photo. This is allowing a small amount of condensate
to drip to the finished surfaces below. I suggest having a licensed HVAC
contractor address this issue.
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432. The cabinet beneath the vanity sink in the front bathroom is damage by prior water
leaks or liquid spills, as shown in the following photo.

433. The finish on some of the interior doors and cabinets is a little worn in areas, as
exemplified in the following photo.

434. The ceiling exhaust fan in the rear bathroom does not come on and may need to be
replaced.
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435. The garbage disposer’s electrical cable needs improved strain relief where it enters
the motor housing, as shown in the following photo. (The cable sheathing needs to
be held tightly to avoid pulling forces directly on the wires that terminate inside the
motor. This is especially important in cabinets under sinks where lots of cleaning
supplies are often stored.)

Unit 201:
436. Heating Equipment
Location: In the hallway storage closet.
Approximate age: 26iyears.
Filter types and locations, if applicable: Below the furance. (12x20x1 inch)
Manufacturer: Carrier
Model No.: 517EN018
Serial No.: 2489A15212
437. Water heater
Capacity: 40-gallon.
Location: In the laundry closet.
Manufacturer: State
Model No.: PV401ORT7
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438. Location of attic access is through the laundry room closet ceiling.
439. The left front family room window is “fogged”.
440. The window stool for the family room middle window is water stained, as shown
in the following photo.

441. The ceiling fan has a pronounced wobble.
442. The family room contains only a ceiling fan. The neighboring unit contained and
ceiling fan/light fixture combo.
443. The vertical blinds to the sliding glass door are missing its adjustments handle.
444. Two or more nails are starting to back out of the wooden deck boards of the back
patio.
445. The back patio outlet is not GFI protected.
446. The locking handle to the sliding glass door is not functioning correctly.
447. The kitchen sink is backed up.
448. The finish on the lower kitchen cabinets is wearing thin.
449. The free-standing range/oven appliance has no anti-tip bracket installed. (These
brackets are installed at one of the rear feet and intended to prevent the appliance
from tipping forward if a child happens to open the oven door and climbs onto it.)
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450. The family room carpet has a horseshoe-shaped stain, as shown in the following
photo.

451. Some staining and streaking were noted on the interior sheetrock surfaces of the
skylight above the dining room, as exemplified in the following photo. As I could
not find any visible damage to the sheetrock here nor within the attic, this is most
likely from condensate.
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452. The finish on the left bifolding laundry room closet door is streaked and scratched,
as shown in the following photo.

453. This unit contains a washer and dryer.
454. The exhaust line from the laundry closet exhaust fan has become disconnected at
the attic roof
455. The line to the bathroom ceiling exhaust vent has become disconnected.
456. Flooring conditions are poor. Wall conditions are fair.
457. (This applies to all of the units in all of the buildings.) A secondary drain pipe for
the evaporator coils of the air conditioning system has not been installed, as shown
in the following photo.
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Even though local codes do not require the installation of a secondary drain, I
suggest having one installed so you might be able to know if the primary collection
and drain system has become plugged. Otherwise, the condensate may flow into
places where it could cause damage. (Alternatively, sometimes a water-sensing
switch can be employed to shut down the HVAC system, thereby avoiding the
production of more condensate.)
458. The drip pan for the water heater in the laundry storage closet is damaged, as
shown in the following photo. Most likely the drip pan was too large to
accommodate the washer and dryer. I suggest replacing the plastic drip pan.

459. Some rust-colored staining and mineral deposit buildup has accumulated around
the water supply line into the top of the water heater, as shown in the following
photo. I did not detect any active leaking at this time. Therefore, the leak may have
potentially sealed itself.
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460. The duplex outlet on the right interior wall of the master bedroom has an open
neutral, as shown in the following photo. I suggest having a licensed electrician
address this issue.

461. Some of the interior duplex outlets are a little loose within their boxes. I suggest
further securing them.

Unit 202:
462. Heating Equipment
Location: In the hallway storage closet.
Approximate age: 26iyears.
Filter types and locations, if applicable: Below the furance. (12x20x1 inch)
Manufacturer: Carrier
Model No.: 517EN018
Serial No.: 2489A15269
463. Water heater
Capacity: 50-gallon.
Model year (or date of installation): 2013
Location: In the laundry closet.
Manufacturer: Rheem
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Model No.: 82V52-2
Serial No.: RHM161305208
464. Location of attic access is in the laundry closet.
465. The upper half of the front family room window is “fogged”.
466. The left window of the family room is “fogged”.
467. The wall between the kitchen and bedroom hallway has a sheetrock crack, as
shown in the following photo. However, this is only a cosmetic concern.

468. The right door to the kitchen sink cabinet is off the top hinge, as shown in the
following photo.
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469. The cover to the doorbell transformer is missing.
470. The wall leading into the kitchen on the right side has a sheetrock crack.
471. The screen around the screen door handle is torn.
472. The garbage disposer hums but does not run.
473. Paint is peeling up on the stool of the kitchen window.
474. The free-standing range/oven appliance has no anti-tip bracket installed. (These
brackets are installed at one of the rear feet and intended to prevent the appliance
from tipping forward if a child happens to open the oven door and climbs onto it.)
475. The sheetrock in the skylight well and surrounding ceiling have water stains, as
exemplified in the following photo. This is most likely from condensate buildup.

476. The two side windows of the front bedroom appear to be “fogged”. Due to the
windows being sealed off with a cellophane-type wrap, it is difficult to tell whether
the condensation is between the panes of glass or on the exterior. My opinion is
leading towards the windows being fogged.
477. The lower right cabinet door is missing from the bathroom vanity.
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478. The sink to the back half of the Jack’n’Jill bathroom has one or more chips in the
finish, as shown in the following photo.

479. The drain stopper has been removed from the bathtub.
480. The front sink of the Jack’n’Jill bathroom has three or more chips, as exemplified
in the following photo.

481. Walls conditions are fair. Flooring conditions are fair.
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482. The vent line from the laundry exhaust fan has come loose in the attic, as shown in
the following photo. There appears to be no adverse affects to this condition at this
time.

483. The sheetrock divider wall in the attic is not taped.
484. The access cover for the filter is missing on this furnace, as shown in the following
photo.
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Building 1480:
485. Cooling Equipment
Location of outdoor compressor (condenser) units: Left exterior
Manufacturer: Day & Night
Model No.: 590ANX014000AAAA
Serial No.: 4289E34009
Approximate age: 27iyears.
Manufacturer: Day & Night
Model No.: 590ANX014000AAAA
Serial No.: 4289E04014
Approximate age: 27iyears.
Manufacturer: Day & Night
Model No.: 590ANX014000AAAA
Serial No.: 4289E33982
Approximate age: 27iyears.
Manufacturer: Day & Night
Model No.: 590ANX014000AAAA
Serial No.: 4289E34005
Approximate age: 27iyears.
486. The water heating casing appears to have been bent or expanded, as exemplified in
the following two photos.
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487. Laundry room water heater
Model year (or date of installation): 1990
Location: In the main level laundry room.
Manufacturer: State Industries
Model No.: Could not be determined due to damage of the manufacturer tag
Serial No.: Could not be determined due to damage of the manufacturer tag
488. The TPRV (Temperature-Pressure Relief Valve) drain pipe for the laundry room
water heater is ribbed soft copper, as shown in the following photo. It is my
understanding of plumbing practice that this is not considered an adequate TPRV
(Temperature-Pressure Relief Valve) drain pipe material. I suggest having a
licensed plumbing contractor address this issue.

489. The vinyl floors are tattered around the laundry washer and dryer.
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490. The washer and dryer could not be tested at this time because they are coinoperated.
491. The laundry room is heated with a baseboard-mounted wall heater. I noticed dryer
sheets and lint piled against the heater area. This could be considered a significant
fire hazard.
492. Three pipe stubs enter the laundry room from the left interior wall near the floor, as
exemplified in the following photo. I do not know their purpose.

493. I discovered a soft spot in the landing at the top or the stairs for this building, as
shown in the following photo. I suggest having an appropriate professional
contractor address this issue.
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494. The grading in a few areas is insufficiently sloped to ensure that roof runoff, direct
precipitation, or irrigation water will be able to flow successfully away from the
foundation quickly enough to avoid infiltration into adjacent below-grade spaces.
The default specifications for slope of soils away from foundations require
6 inches of drop in the first 10 feet and 2 feet of drop, thereafter. However, one
must also consider the relative porosity of surface materials and the likely slopes of
less permeable subsurface soil layers that may also exist.
495. One or more of the foundation’s perimeter vents have soils and/or landscaping
materials partially covering them, as exemplified in the following photo. I suggest
placing vent wells (small dams) in front of them to keep their wooden frames from
being subjected to various forms of wood-destroying organisms and to prevent
partial restriction of the important cross-flow ventilation intended for the crawl
spaces under the home.

496. Some of the paint at the exterior is loose or peeling in areas, as exemplified in the
following photo. I suggest removing all unsound paint, repriming all resulting bare
wood, and repainting to reasonably match adjacent surfaces.
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497. The concrete foundation walls have some minor vertically oriented cracks that
should be considered “cosmetic”, only. Such cracks are typical for this climate and
do not indicate any structural deficiencies.
498. Four or more of the soffit vent covers on building 1480 are loose, as exemplified in
the following photo. I suggest resecuring them, as needed.

499. Four of the concrete steps at the front of building 1480 are cracked and will likely
need to be replaced.
500. The decking for the upper landing of building 1480 is quite spongy and may need
to be replaced, as shown in the following photo.
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501. The concrete walkway has some surface spalling, as exemplified in the following
photo.

502. One or more louvered plastic exhaust vent caps have been painted, as exemplified
in the following photo. I suggest removing the paint to help the louvers open more
freely even if they are not stuck shut by the paint.
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503. One or more spray-style sprinkler heads have been installed too close to the
foundation, as exemplified in the following photo. This threatens damage to nearby
building materials and flooding of adjacent below-grade spaces. Since this type of
head is capable of discharging a lot of water in a short period of time, I suggest
either moving the head further away from the foundation, converting the area
adjacent to the foundation to “xeriscaping”, or utilizing drip system components,
only.

504. The ledger boards for the upper decks do not have lag screws installed, as shown in
the following photo.
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505. Even though the downspouts have diverter blocks, it does appear that the runoff
from the gutters will find its way back toward the foundation. I suggest diverting
the water further away from the foundation.

506. The meter cluster is at the rear central.

Unit 101:
507. Heating Equipment
Location: In the laundry closet.
Approximate age: 27iyears.
Filter types and locations, if applicable: Located on top of the furnace. Filter size
is 12x20x1 inches.
Manufacturer: Day & Night
Model No.: 517EN018
Serial No.: 2489A15226
508. Water heater
Capacity: 40-gallon.
Model year (or date of installation): 1990
Location: In the kitchen mechanical closet.
Manufacturer: State Industries
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Model No.: PV4010RT7
Serial No.: E90219906
509. Location of crawl spaces access point: Right bedroom .
510. The ceiling-mounted light fixture in the hallway does not come on. Perhaps the
bulb is burnt out.
511. The handle set for the door leading to the bathroom is loose. I suggest resecuring it.
512. Overall paint condition is good. Overall flooring condition is good.
513. The inlaid vinyl in the bathroom has a bubble near the main entry door, as shown
in the following photo.

514. The secondary drain for the HVAC system has not been installed, as shown in the
following photo. I suggest installing a sensor that will shut the furnace off in the
event that the primary drain becomes clogged.
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515. The thermostat in this unit was set at 75F.
516. One of the windows on the front wall of the living room is fogged.
517. The inlaid vinyl floor near the main entry door is cupping slightly, as shown in the
following photo.

518. The free-standing range/oven appliance has no anti-tip bracket installed. (These
brackets are installed at one of the rear feet and intended to prevent the appliance
from tipping forward if a child happens to open the oven door and climbs onto it.)
519. The catch pan beneath the water heater has been torn at the front, as shown in the
following photo.
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520. The decorative rings for the faucet in the kitchen are missing, as shown in the
following photo.

521. Construction scraps containing cellulose (wood or paper products) have been left
in the crawl spaces under the structure. Since these scraps can eventually attract
various wood destroying organisms, I recommend that they be removed.
522. One of the conditioned air ducts near the crawl space access has come loose, as
shown in the following photo. I suggest having a licensed HVAC contractor
address this issue.
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523. The interior sides of the concrete foundation footings have mud trails down them
from exterior surface water that entered through the cold joints between the
footings and the stem walls, as exemplified in the following photo. Although there
was no water present at the time of this inspection, I suggest periodically
monitoring for possible future water after periods of heavy precipitation or intense
irrigation.

524. This crawl space access provides access to the entire crawl space beneath the
building. This could be a security issue.
525. Black plastic vapor barrier 80% coverage
526. The crawl space beneath the laundry room has a joist that has been cut, as shown in
the following photo. I suggest installing intermediate supports on both sides.
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527. The crawl space has some areas where the vapor barrier has been moved or
removed. I suggest respreading or replacing the vapor barrier throughout the crawl
spaces, as needed.
528. The TPRV (Temperature-Pressure Relief Valve) discharge piping at the top of the
water heater runs uphill and may trap water, as shown in the following photo.
Furthermore, I don’t believe that ribbed copper flex pipe is approved for this
application.

Unit 102:
529. Heating Equipment
Location: In the hall closet.
Approximate age: 28iyears.
Filter types and locations, if applicable: Above the unit
Manufacturer: Day & Night
Model No.: 517EN018
Serial No.: 2489A15224
530. Water heater
Capacity: 40-gallon.
Model year (or date of installation): 2016
Location: In the pantry closet.
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Manufacturer: Rheem
Model No.: PROE40T2RH95
Serial No.: M051601607
531. Floor conditions are poor. Wall conditions are fair.
532. The kitchen sinks drain slowly. This indicates a clog.
533. I noticed ashtrays and cigarettes inside this unit and a smell emanating throughout
its interior.
534. At least one cabinet door is missing in the kitchen.
535. The TPRV (Temperature-Pressure Relief Valve) discharge line from this water
heater will trap water because it runs uphill, rather than naturally sloping to drain
by gravity. This type of installation is no longer advised by today’s plumbing
codes; however, it is allowed by local code authorities when like-for-like water
heaters are installed to replace failed units. (Some plumbers recommend drilling an
1/8-inch-diameter hole through the lowest point of the discharge pipe to let water
out and alert property owners of valve failure.)

536. The free-standing range/oven appliance has no anti-tip bracket installed. (These
brackets are installed at one of the rear feet and intended to prevent the appliance
from tipping forward if a child happens to open the oven door and climbs onto it.)
537. The range cover is loose and sets partially on top of the nearby countertop. I
suggest having an appropriate professional contractor address this issue.
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538. The furnace filter is packed with dirt and installed in the incorrect air flow
direction, as exemplified in the following photo. I suggest replacing it and having
this system serviced.

539. Holes have been made in the front of the evaporator coil cabinet above the furnace
unit, as shown in the following photo. I suggest plugging these holes. This has
allowed dirt and air to enter the furnace equipment without air filtration.

540. Some of the door veneers are damaged inside this building. Perhaps they could be
repaired or replaced, as needed.
541. Fogging has developed in the bedroom front-facing operable window. I suggest
having an appropriate professional window contractor address this issue.
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542. Condensate staining has developed in the sills of some of the aluminum-framed
windows.
543. The vinyl flooring of the hallway bathroom is tattered in a few locations.
544. The hallway bathroom vanity sink drain is clogged partially.
545. The shower drain is filled with debris. I suggest clearing it.
546. The shower caulking is inadequate around the interior. I suggest stripping and
reapplying caulking, as necessary.
547. The bathroom ceiling exhaust fan rattles while operating. I suggest having an
appropriate professional contractor address this issue.
548. The return register in the hallway closet door is packed with dirt, as exemplified in
the following photo.

549. Water staining has developed in a cabinet below the kitchen sink. However, no
water actively leaked here during this inspection.

Unit 201:
550. Heating Equipment
Location: In the hallway storage closet.
Approximate age: 12 years.
Filter types and locations, if applicable: Below the furance. (12x20x1 inch)
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Manufacturer: Carrier
Model No.: FB4BNF018
Serial No.: 2804A80373
551. Water heater
Capacity: 40-gallon.
Model year (or date of installation): 2006
Location: In the kitchen closet.
Manufacturer: Whirlpool
Model No.: E2F50HD045V
Serial No.: 0649107985
552. Location of attic access is in the master closet.
553. The left glass door to the fireplace is out of its track, as shown in the following
photo.
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554. The pull handle to the vertical blind at the sliding glass door is missing, as shown
in the following photo.

555. The patio closet could not be inspected due to snow and debris, as shown in the
following photo.

556. The exterior patio outlet does not trip.
557. Flooring conditions are fair. Wall conditions are good.
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558. The exhaust vent line from the microwave has a gap at the top of the cabinet, as
shown in the following photo.

559. The sheetrock attic firewall is not taped and sealed.
560. There is an approximately 1 x 1 ½ foot open sections of the sheetrock firewall in
the attic. I believe this leads to the utility closet at the top of the stair landing.
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561. The air filter has fallen from its tracks below the furnace, as shown in the
following photo.

In addition, the bottom fins of the evaporator coil are quite dirty with dust and
debris buildup, as exemplified in the following photo. I suggest having a licensed
HVAC contractor address this issue.

562. The master bedroom closet door is difficult to latch when closed. I suggest moving
its strike plate to align better with the latch bolt. (Alternatively, it may be
acceptable to simply grind or file the latch opening in the strike plate a little larger
in the correct direction.)
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563. I discovered staining and rust-colored mineral deposit buildup on the water supply
line for the vanity sink in the hallway bathroom, as shown in the following photo. I
did not detect any active leaking at this time. This may indicate past leaks.

564. I discovered a few nail bumps throughout the interior of the unit, as exemplified in
the following photo.
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565. I discovered a small crack in the interior sheetrock surfaces on the rear wall of the
master bedroom, as exemplified in the following photo. Such cracks occasionally
can indicate some settling but do not necessarily indicate any structural
deficiencies and should be considered cosmetic.

Unit 202:
566. Heating Equipment
Location: In the hallway storage closet.
Approximate age: 26iyears.
Filter types and locations, if applicable: Below the furance. (12x20x1 inch)
Manufacturer: Carrier
Model No.: 517EN018
Serial No.: 2489A15225
567. Water heater
Capacity: 40-gallon.
Model year (or date of installation): 2009
Location: In the kitchen closet.
Manufacturer: Reliance
Model No.: 65D0RT
Serial No.: 0936J007138
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568. Location of attic access is in the master closet.
569. The left glass door to the fireplace is off its guide, as shown in the following photo.

570. The upper right corner of the closet bifolding door is cracked, as shown in the
following photo.

571. The cover to the kitchen fluorescent light fixture is missing.
572. The exterior patio outlet does not trip.
573. The free-standing range/oven appliance has no anti-tip bracket installed. (These
brackets are installed at one of the rear feet and intended to prevent the appliance
from tipping forward if a child happens to open the oven door and climbs onto it.)
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574. The ceiling vent cover in the dining area is coming loose, as shown in the
following photo.

575. The sheetrock encasing the sheetrock walls are not insulated in the attic.
576. The storage door at the upstairs landing could not be opened. None of our keys
worked in the deadbolt.

577. Wall conditions are good. Flooring conditions are fair.
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578. The access cover is missing for the air filter below the furnace, as shown in the
following photo. I suggest replacing it.

579. I discovered a 1 ½ inch gap in the penetration for the ducting in the ceiling of the
mechanical closet in the hallway, as shown in the following photo. I suggest
sealing this and any other such unsealed penetrations throughout the home, as
needed.
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580. Staining has developed on the interior of window sills throughout the unit. This is
likely from condensate.

581. The front-facing window of the master bedroom is “fogged”, as shown in the
following photo.

582. The exhaust fan for the bathroom rattles when in operation. This likely indicates
the fan motor is wearing out or is out of balance. I suggest having an appropriate
professional contractor address this issue.
583. The light bulbs in the ceiling-mounted exhaust fan in the bathroom did not turn on
at the time of inspection. Perhaps its bulbs are burnt out.
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584. A transition strip is missing between two of the front panels below the kitchen
countertop, as shown in the following photo. I suggest replacing the transition
strip. However, this is only a cosmetic concern.

585. I discovered a few nail bumps throughout the interior of the unit, as exemplified in
the following photo.
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Building 1486:
Unit 101:
586. Heating Equipment
Location: In the laundry closet.
Approximate age: 27iyears.
Manufacturer: Carrier
Model No.: 517EN018
Serial No.: 2489A15228
587. Water heater
Capacity: 40-gallon.
Model year (or date of installation): 1989
Location: In the laundry closet.
Manufacturer: State Industries
Model No.: PV4010RT7
Serial No.: E90219933
588. The strike plate for the door leading from the front bathroom to the bathing area is
missing, as shown in the following photo.

589. Location of crawl spaces access point: Right bedroom .
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590. The drains for both vanity sinks are rusted.
591. The linkage for the drain stop for the vanity sink in the front bathroom is not
connected.
592. The ceiling-mounted fan above the combination tub/shower takes quite some time
to start running. This fan may be nearing the end of its functional life.
593. The interior side of the door leading from the right bedroom to the rear bathroom
has some impact damage, as shown in the following photo.

594. The window screen for the window to the right bedroom is missing.
595. The bifolding doors for the laundry closet do not stay on, as shown in the
following photo. I suggest having an appropriate professional contractor address
this issue.
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596. The catch pane beneath the water heater is mostly removed, as shown in the
following photo.

597. The ceiling-mounted fan in the laundry closet fails to turn on and may need to be
replaced.
598. The filter for the furnace is dirty and needs to be changed, as shown in the
following photo.
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599. The insulation for the coolant line for the HVAC system is missing in areas, as
exemplified in the following photo. I suggest having a licensed HVAC contractor
thoroughly inspect the entire line and repair or replace the insulation, as needed.

600. The secondary drain for the HVAC system has not been installed, as shown in the
following photo. I suggest installing a sensor that will shut the furnace off in the
event that the primary drain becomes clogged.

601. The front and central window on the left wall of the left bedroom are fogged.
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602. Some of the window sills have some staining, likely from condensate, as
exemplified in the following photo.

603. The center window on the left wall of the left bedroom is missing its screen.
604. The center window on the front wall of the living room is missing its screen.
605. All three of the windows in the living room are fogged.
606. The ceiling-mounted florescent light fixture in the kitchen does not come on. This
could be a bulb issue or a wiring or ballast issue. I suggest having an appropriate
professional contractor address this issue.
607. The disposal fails to come on.
608. The small drawer just to the right of the freestanding, all-electric oven is off its
track.
609. The door for the dishwasher collides with the freestanding, all-electric oven. The
tenant reports that the dishwasher door must be pulled away form the oven so that
it does not scratch.
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610. The control panel for the freestanding, all-electric oven is loose, as shown in the
following photo.

611. The GFI outlet is difficult to reset and will likely need to be replaced.
612. The enamel-on-steel vanity sink is beginning to rust through, as shown in the
following photo. It will need to be replaced soon.
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Unit 102:
613. Heating Equipment
Location: In the hallway storage closet.
Approximate age: 28iyears.
Filter types and locations, if applicable: Above the furance. (12x20x1 inch)
Manufacturer: Day & Night
Model No.: 517EN018
Serial No.: 2489A15230
614. Water heater
Capacity: 50-gallon.
Model year (or date of installation): 2007
Location: In the laundry room.
Manufacturer: Richmond
Model No.: 8V50-2C
Serial No.: RC 0897137298
615. Water leaks from the kitchen sink spray nozzle. I suggest having a licensed
plumbing contractor address this issue.
616. Some of the kitchen cabinets are damaged or loose from their hinges. You may
wish to make repairs, as needed.
617. The kitchen vinyl floors are tattered.
618. Carpet condition is poor. Wall condition is fair.
619. The living room front-facing windows are fogged. I suggest having a qualified
window contractor further evaluate this issue.
620. The sash springs have weakened for the living room front-facing operable window.
It is a little difficult to raise and lower on one side.
621. Water stains have developed in the windwosills around the interior. This is from
sweating due to aluminum-framed windows.
622. The front bedroom windows have fogged visibly. I suggest having a qualified
window contractor further evaluate this issue.
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623. The filter is installed upside down and in the incorrect airflow direction, as
exemplified in the following photo. I suggest replacing it with a new filter in the
correct airflow direction. Additionally, the filter access cover is missing at the front
allowing about a half inch gaps beneath the filter for air to vent through the
evaporator coil cabinet and blower without filtration.

624. The TPRV (Temperature-Pressure Relief Valve) discharge line from this water
heater will trap water because it runs uphill, rather than naturally sloping to drain
by gravity, as shown in the following photo.

This type of installation is no longer advised by today’s plumbing codes; however,
it is allowed by local code authorities when like-for-like water heaters are installed
to replace failed units. (Some plumbers recommend drilling an 1/8-inch-diameter
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hole through the lowest point of the discharge pipe to let water out and alert
property owners of valve failure.)
Additionally, the TPRV (Temperature-Pressure Relief Valve) drain pipe is ribbed
soft copper. It is my understanding of plumbing practice that this is not considered
an adequate TPRV (Temperature-Pressure Relief Valve) drain pipe material. I
suggest having a licensed plumbing contractor address this issue.
625. The master bedroom window is fogged visibly. I suggest having a qualified
window contractor further evaluate this issue.
626. The toilet seat for the hallway bathroom is loose. Perhaps it could be secured
further.
627. Construction scraps containing cellulose (wood or paper products) have been left
in the crawl spaces under the structure. Since these scraps can eventually attract
various wood destroying organisms, I recommend that they be removed.
628. The interior sides of the concrete foundation footings along all perimeter walls in
the crawl spaces have mud trails down them from exterior surface water that
entered through the cold joints between the footings and the stem walls, as
exemplified in the following photo. Although there was no water present at the
time of this inspection, I suggest periodically monitoring for possible future water
after periods of heavy precipitation or intense irrigation.
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629. Some of the gray polybutylene water supply piping in the crawl spaces is hanging
from disconnected or damage under floor mounting brackets. I suggest having a
licensed plumbing contractor resupport the piping throughout the crawl spaces,
where found. Corrosion and hard water mineral staining has developed on a few of
the pipe fitting.

630. The vapor barrier is missing, bunched up, or has been removed from the center of
the crawl spaces, as exemplified in the following photo. The purpose of this vapor
barrier is to cover any earthen floors and prevent possible migrating moisture that
may reside in soils from raising the relative humidity in the crawl spaces. I suggest
respreading or adding more, as needed.
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Unit 201:
631. Heating Equipment
Location: In the hallway storage closet.
Approximate age: 26iyears.
Filter types and locations, if applicable: Below the furance. (12x20x1 inch)
Manufacturer: Carrier
Model No.: 517EN018
Serial No.: 2489A15227
632. Water heater
Capacity: 40-gallon.
Model year (or date of installation): 2016
Location: In the laundry closet.
Manufacturer: Rheem
Model No.: PROE40T2RH95
Serial No.: M441605899
633. Location of attic access is in the laundry closet.
634. The front family room has a small amount of biological growth on the window
frame. This is most likely due to buildup of condensation.
635. The front family room middle window is “fogged”.
636. The family room features only a ceiling fan.
637. Flooring conditions is fair. Wall conditions are fair.
638. The skylight tunnel walls and ceiling have condensation drip lines.
639. The lower pantry cabinet door does not fully close.
640. The back patio exterior outlet did not trip when tested.
641. The gaps between the back patio deck boards is easily up to an inch wide in some
locations.
642. The finish on many of the kitchen cabinets is wearing thin.
643. One of the three bathroom exhaust vents is not connected to its roof portal.
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644. The plumbing exhaust line coming in through the firewall of the other unit is
flexible vinyl ducting, as shown in the following photo.

645. The sheetrock attic firewall is not taped and sealed.
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646. The air filter was quite dirty at the time of inspection, as exemplified in the
following photo. Due to the likely lack of filter maintenance, I suggest having a
licensed HVAC contractor address this issue.

647. Staining has developed on the interior of some windows throughout the unit, as
exemplified in the following photo. This is likely from condensate.
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648. The tenant mentioned the furnace does not always consistently turn on when the
temperature is temporarily raised, nor does it consistently maintain a scheduled
temperature. I suggest having a licensed HVAC contractor service the unit and the
thermostat.
649. The showerhead leaks at its connection to the water supply piping of the
tub/shower combination of the hallway bathroom, as shown in the following photo.
I suggest having a licensed plumbing contractor address this issue.

650. Three of the front-facing windows of the front left bedroom are “fogged”, as
exemplified in the following photo.
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Unit 202:
651. Heating Equipment
Location: In the hallway storage closet.
Approximate age: 26iyears.
Filter types and locations, if applicable: Below the furance. (12x20x1 inch)
Manufacturer: Carrier
Model No.: 517EN018
Serial No.: 2489A15229
652. Water heater
Capacity: 50-gallon.
Model year (or date of installation): 2016
Location: In the laundry closet.
Manufacturer: Rheem
Model No.: PROE50T2RH95
Serial No.: M221607672
653. A crack has developed on the front interior wall of the master bedroom near the top
edges of the master bathroom door, as shown in the following photo. This is likely
as a result of some settling but does not necessarily indicate any structural
deficiencies.
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654. Location of attic access is in the laundry closet.
655. Flooring conditions are fair. Wall conditions are good.
656. One of the dining room light chandelier bulbs did not turn on when switched.
657. The walls of the skylight tunnel have numerous condensation streaks.
658. The ceiling light to the porch storage shed did not turn on when switched.
659. The exterior outlet on the back porch did not trip with an outlet tester.
660. The kitchen faucet is missing its screen cap holder.
661. The microwave is not on its own circuit but on the shared kitchen outlet circuit.
662. The inside of the entry door has multiple dents in the metal skin.
663. The linkage has been disconnected from the vanity sink of the hallway bathroom. I
suggest reattaching the linkage.
664. I discovered a few nail bumps in the interior sheetrock surfaces throughout the
unit, as exemplified in the following photo.

Nail bumps (or nail pops) in the otherwise smooth, flat surfaces of sheetrocked
ceilings or walls are caused by nail heads appearing to back out of the surfaces
through the thin layer of drywall mud and texture that is applied over them.
Actually, it’s not that the nails are “backing out”; but that the sheetrock was never
drawn tightly against the wooden framing behind it. Thus, whenever the framing or
sheetrock moves (due to changes in humidity, temperature, or loading), the
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sheetrock may slide closer to the framing along the shanks of the nails. Thus, when
this type of movement occurs, the nail heads tend to project through the surfaces,
creating nail bumps (or nail pops).
If these small cosmetic disturbances are unsatisfactory, they may be repaired at the
time of next painting. However, I suggest completely removing the offending nails,
rather than attempting to drive them further into the framing, as further driving
may cause unnecessary damage to adjacent taping joints. (Once wall and ceiling
surfaces have been taped, textured, and painted, a few of the nails may be pulled
without compromising the overall integrity of the sheetrock installation.)
665. The door front the hallway into the hallway bathroom has a missing, damaged, or
ineffectual doorstop, as shown in the following photo. Other doors may have
doorstop issues, as well. Doorstops can help prevent the damage to nearby surfaces
that might otherwise be done because of doors swinging into them.

666. Some hallway storage closet are a little loose at their hinges. I suggest further
securing them, as needed.
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667. Caulking is cracked or missing on the interior of windows throughout the unit, as
exemplified in the following photo. I suggest applying additional caulking and
touchup paint, as needed.

668. Staining has developed on the interior of some windows throughout the interior of
the unit, as exemplified in the following photo. This has also resulted in loose and
peeling paint and is likely the result of condensate.
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Building 1492:
669. Cooling Equipment
Manufacturer: Day & Night
Model No.: 590ANX014000AAAA
Serial No.: 4289E33973
Approximate age: 28iyears.
Manufacturer: Day & Night
Model No.: 590ANX014000AAAA
Serial No.: 4289E34025
Approximate age: 28iyears.
Manufacturer: Day & Night
Model No.: 590ANX014000AAAA
Serial No.: 4289E33971
Approximate age: 28iyears.
Manufacturer: Day & Night
Model No.: 590ANX014000AAAA
Serial No.: 4289E33972
Approximate age: 28iyears.
670. At least one of the concrete stair steps is cracked, as exemplified in the following
photo. I suggest planning to replace it.
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671. The concrete foundation walls have some minor vertically oriented cracks that
should be considered “cosmetic”, only. Such cracks are typical for this climate and
do not indicate any structural deficiencies.
672. Water was pooled about two inches deep against the foundation at the front of this
structure, as shown in the following photo. this has developed due to a combination
of excessive exterior snow and grading. Water was actively flowing towards this
direction from the nearby downspout.

673. Paint is chipped and peeling from both chimney flues, as exemplified in the
following two photos. I suggest removing all unsound paint, as necessary,
repriming all resulting bare wood, and repainting to reasonably match adjacent
surfaces.
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674. Tree branches are touching the roof and/or building at the left front, as exemplified
in the following photo. I suggest cutting all branches back and away from the
building at this time (and seasonally, hereafter) to avoid long-term wind-action
abrasion damage.
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675. Some of the concrete pads for the sidewalk in front of this building have cracked or
settled causing vertical disparities exceeding 5/8 inch which could be considered
tripping hazards, as exemplified in the following photo.

676. Padmount transformer boxes are installed in multiple locations around the
premises, as exemplified in the following photo. . Because of the tools required to
work with such high voltages, 10 feet of clearance is required at the front and 2
feet of clearance is required around all of its sides.
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677. I suggest sealing around the refrigerant line penetration in the exterior siding of
this and all other units, as exemplified in the following photo.

678. The incoming power is underground. The 100-amp main disconnects are located at
the meter block at the rear exterior. This could be considered a security risk.

679. The freeze-proof sill cock (exterior garden hose valve) cover at the right rear
exterior was frozen and could not be removed during this inspection. Therefore, it
could not be tested.
680. Dryer lint has clogged both rear exterior dryer exhausts in the foundation of the
main level. I suggest cleaning the ducting out hereafter as a part of continued
maintenance.
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681. Some of the trim material at the right rear exterior has popped away from the
siding by about in inch, as exemplified in the following photo. Windblown debris
has become trapped behind it.

Additionally, The lower end of the sloped roof-to-wall flashing run at the rear
center exterior between this and the neighboring units has a missing, damaged, or
ineffectual diverter flashing (“kicker flashing”), as shown in the following photo.
This can allow water to enter the siding where it can cause damage. Therefore, I
suggest having a professional roofer address this issue.
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Unit 101:
682. Heating Equipment
Location: In the hallway storage closet.
Approximate age: 28iyears.
Filter types and locations, if applicable: Above the furance. (12x20x1 inch)
Manufacturer: Day & Night
Model No.: 517EN018
Serial No.: 2589A14810
683. Water heater
Capacity: 40-gallon.
Model year (or date of installation): 1990
Location: In the laundry room.
Manufacturer: State
Model No.: PV401ORT7
Serial No.: E90219923
684. Location of crawl spaces access point: Right bedroom .
685. The linkage for the drain stopper for the sink in the front bathroom does not stay in
the closed position. Perhaps some adjustments could be made.
686. The decorative cap for the faucet handle n the front bathroom is missing, as shown
in the following photo.
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687. Water is beginning to spray through the head gaskets of the float valve inside the
toilet tank of the toilet in the front bathroom. I suggest replacing this valve before
the spray manages to get past the tank lid.

688. The interior sides of the concrete foundation footings have mud trails down them
from exterior surface water that entered through the cold joints between the
footings and the stem walls, as exemplified in the following photo. Although there
was no water present at the time of this inspection, I suggest periodically
monitoring for possible future water after periods of heavy precipitation or intense
irrigation.
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689. Construction scraps containing cellulose (wood or paper products) have been left
in the crawl spaces under the structure. Since these scraps can eventually attract
various wood destroying organisms, I recommend that they be removed.
690. The vapor barrier in the crawl space has been moved or removed in areas. I suggest
respreading or replacing the vapor barrier throughout the crawl spaces, as needed.
691. Carpet conditions are fair. Wall conditions are fair.
692. The vinyl flooring of the kitchen has numerous scuffs or scrapes.
693. The light fixture above the kitchen sink failed to illuminate during this inspection.
Perhaps the bulb is burnt out. I suggest replacing the bulb and retesting the fixture.
694. The filter is packed with dirt above the furnace and in the incorrect airflow
direction, as exemplified in the following photo. I suggest having a licensed
HVAC contractor replacing the filter and assess the system further.

695. Holes have been made in the front of the evaporator coil cabinet above the electric
heater, as shown in the following photo. I suggest patching or sealing them for
better air flow and to avoid air entering into the blower without adequate filtration.
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696. The catch tray below the water heater is damaged. I suggest replacing it.
697. The TPRV (Temperature-Pressure Relief Valve) drain pipe is ribbed soft copper,
as shown in the following photo. It is my understanding of plumbing practice that
this is not considered an adequate TPRV (Temperature-Pressure Relief Valve)
drain pipe material. I suggest having a licensed plumbing contractor address this
issue.

698. The draw strings are damaged from the window blinds in the master bedroom.
699. The rear-facing window shows evidence of potential fogging. However, this was a
difficult determination due to hard water mineral staining on the outer panels of the
window. I suggest having a qualified window contractor further evaluate this issue.
700. The front bedroom windows have fogged visibly. I suggest having a qualified
window contractor further evaluate this issue.
701. Water stains have developed from condensate sweating in the sills of the front
bedroom window, as exemplified in the following photo.
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Unit 102:
702. Heating Equipment
Location: In the hallway storage closet.
Approximate age: 27iyears.
Filter types and locations, if applicable: Above the furance. (12x20x1 inch)
Manufacturer: Day & Night
Model No.: 517EN018
Serial No.: 2489A15116
703. Water heater
Capacity: 40-gallon.
Model year (or date of installation): 1989
Location: Laundry room.
704. The weather stripping at the front entry door is loose at the bottom right corner. I
suggest resecuring it.
705. Carpet conditions are poor to fair. Wall conditions are fair.
706. Water leaks from the kitchen sink spray nozzle. I suggest having a licensed
plumbing contractor address this issue.
707. Paint is chipped and peeling from the front entry door in a few locations due to pet
claws, as exemplified in the following photo.
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708. The glass bifolding doors of the fireplace are damaged, as shown in the following
photo.

709. The furnace filter is packed with dirt, as exemplified in the following photo, and
installed in the incorrect airflow direction. The filter access slot was hanging open
during this inspection, as well. I suggest replacing the filter with a new one in the
correct airflow direction and having a licensed HVAC contractor assess the
system.
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710. A few water stains have accumulated around the base of the furnace cabinet, as
shown in the following photo. I believe these are due to condensate leaks. (Ask the
owners whether any repairs have been done to remedy this.) I suggest watching
this area in the future. If water appears at any time, contact a qualified HVAC
contractor to address the problem.

A secondary drain pipe for the evaporator coils of the air conditioning system has
not been installed. Even though local codes do not require the installation of a
secondary drain, I suggest having one installed so you might be able to know if the
primary collection and drain system has become plugged. Otherwise, the
condensate may flow into places where it could cause damage. (Alternatively,
sometimes a water-sensing switch can be employed to shut down the HVAC
system, thereby avoiding the production of more condensate.)
711. Two plugs are missing from the front of the evaporator coil cabinet above the
HVAC air handler, as shown in the following photo. I suggest sealing these
penetrations.
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712. A dog was being kept in the bathrooms and I was unable to enter this area for
testing.
713. The right front bedroom emanates a significant pet or feces odor. Pet stains on
carpeting can usually be most readily identified with the aid of black lights
(infrared light bulbs or fluorescent tubes) after dark. The black-light technique will
visually exaggerate all foreign substances on the carpeting. Therefore, the viewer
can usually discern pet urine from all other foreign substances because of the
shapes, sizes, and locations of the stains. However, to be absolutely sure, I suggest
putting noses over suspicious stains, as it’s almost impossible to remove that
specific odor.
Once any stain is identified as being from animal excrement, I strongly suggest
spraying the stain with Nature’s Miracle Pet Stain Remover. (The enzymes in this
liquid product essentially digest any remaining urine or fecal matter upon contact,
leaving the floor covering stain-free and odor-free .)
However, if it is discovered that urine has soaked beyond carpet backing and into
carpet padding, I strongly suggest temporarily removing the carpeting in the
affected areas so the pad can be replaced. (Otherwise, stains and odors will
continue to leach back up and through the professionally cleaned and sanitized
carpets.

Unit 201:
714. Heating Equipment
Location: In the hallway storage closet.
Approximate age: 26iyears.
Filter types and locations, if applicable: Below the furance. (12x20x1 inch)
Manufacturer: Carrier
Model No.: 517EN018
Serial No.: 2489A15118
715. Water heater
Capacity: 40-gallon.
Model year (or date of installation): 1990
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Location: In the laundry closet.
Manufacturer: State
Model No.: PV401ORT7
Serial No.: E90219934
716. Location of attic access is in the laundry closet.
717. The fireplace cannot be inspected due to large furniture directly in front.
718. Flooring conditions are poor. Wall conditions are fair.
719. The sliding glass door handle does not lock.
720. The garbage disposer makes a rather loud grinding noise. I suggest having a
licensed plumbing contractor address this issue.
721. One of the cabinet lower doors is off its hinges, as shown in the following photo.

722. Two of the light bulbs in the dining room light fixture did not turn on when
switched.
723. The walls of the skylight have multiple condensation streaks.
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724. The air filter was quite dirty at the time of inspection, as exemplified in the
following photo. Due to the likely lack of filter maintenance, I suggest having a
licensed HVAC contractor address this issue.

725. The exhaust fans for the laundry room closet, master bathroom, and the hallway
bathroom rattle when in operation. This may likely indicate the fan motor is
wearing out or is out of balance. I suggest having an appropriate professional
contractor address this issue.
726. The front facing windows of the front left bedroom are fogged, as shown in the
following photo

727. Two of the lights did not turn on in the wall-mounted three-light fixture above the
vanity sink in the hallway bathroom. Perhaps its bulbs are burnt out.
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Unit 202:
728. Heating Equipment
Location: In the hallway storage closet.
Approximate age: 26iyears.
Filter types and locations, if applicable: Below the furance. (12x20x1 inch)
Manufacturer: Carrier
Model No.: 517EN018010
Serial No.: 3989A07085
729. Water heater
Capacity: 40-gallon.
Model year (or date of installation): 2014
Location: In the laundry closet.
Manufacturer: Rheem
Model No.: PROE402RH92
Serial No.: RHM101400768
730. Due to the pet cage in front of the fireplace, the fireplace cannot be inspected, as
shown in the following photo.

731. Location of attic access is in the laundry closet.
732. This unit has a ceiling fan only fixture in the family room.
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733. The window stools to the front family room windows have a large amount of
condensation staining.
734. The wall in between the dining area and bedroom hallway has a horizontal
sheetrock crack, as shown in the following photo. This crack appears to be quite
common throughout the framing in these units.

735. The side walls and ceiling below the skylight has a considerable amount of
condensation drip lines. There does not appear to be any damage to the sheetrock
or framing.
736. The exterior outlet on the back porch does not register any power.
737. The spacing in between the deck board has been filled in with filler strips, as
shown in the following photo. This is not allowing water and ice to dispurse.

738. The handle comes off the face of the oven door when used.
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739. The edging and countertop laminate in the kitchen is chipped in multiple locations,
as exemplified in the following photo.

740. Flooring conditions are fair. Wall conditions are fair.
741. The sheetrock attic firewall is not taped and sealed.
742. One of the interior duplex outlets on the rear interior wall of the living room is a
little loose within its box. I suggest further securing it, as needed.
743. A considerable amount of dirt and debris have built up on the interior surfaces of
the mechanical closet in the hallway, as exemplified in the following two photos. It
is possible some unfiltered air from the HVAC system is escaping into the
mechanical closet. I suggest having a licensed HVAC contractor address this issue.
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744. No drip pan has been installed beneath the water heater in the laundry room closet,
as shown in the following photo. Since this is adjacent and above living space, I
suggest adding a drip pan and plumbing its drain piping to the exterior.
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745. The door leading from the hallway to the master bedroom has a missing, damaged,
or ineffectual doorstop, as shown in the following photo. Other doors may have
doorstop issues, as well. Doorstops can help prevent the damage to nearby surfaces
that might otherwise be done because of doors swinging into them.

746. Staining has developed on the interior of the windowsills for many of the windows
throughout the unit, as exemplified in the following photo. This is likely from
condensate.
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747. The rear-facing window in the master bedroom is likely “fogged”, as shown in the
following photo.

748. The inlaid vinyl floor covering of both bathrooms and adjacent to the tub/shower
combination of hallway bathroom is discolored, as exemplified in the following
two photos. This may likely be from water splashing when the tub/shower
combination is in use.
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In addition, caulking is cracked or missing along the edges of the inlaid vinyl floor
covering in the bathrooms, as shown in the following photo. I suggest applying
additional caulking, as needed.

749. The interior doors throughout the unit are quite worn, as exemplified in the
following photo.

750. The GFCI (Ground Fault Circuit Interrupting) duplex outlet on the right interior
wall of the bathroom did not trip using my outlet tester but did trip using the test
button on the outlet itself. This GFI outlet is downstream on the same circuit as the
GFCI duplex outlet on the rear interior wall of the master bedroom. This can cause
some confusion when resetting the outlets. I suggest replacing the hallway
bathroom GFCI outlet with a traditional duplex outlet.
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751. Some doors in the unit are loose at the hinges. I suggest further securing them, as
needed.
752. Some front-facing windows of the front right bedroom are “fogged”, as
exemplified in the following photo.

753. The subflooring throughout the unit has a few small "soft spots" in the dining room
and kitchen.
754. The inlaid vinyl floor covering of the kitchen has one or more cuts or tears, as
exemplified in the following photo. I suggest patching the vinyl flooring in these
areas, as needed.
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Building 1498:
755. Cooling Equipment
Location of outdoor compressor (condenser) unit: Rear
Manufacturer: Carrier
Model No.: 590ANX014000AAAA
Serial No.: 4289E34032
Approximate age: 26iyears.
Manufacturer: Carrier
Model No.: 590ANX014000AAAA
Serial No.: 4289E34046
Approximate age: 26iyears.
Manufacturer: Carrier
Model No.: 590ANX014000AAAA
Serial No.: 4289E31972
Approximate age: 26iyears.
Manufacturer: Carrier
Model No.: 590ANX014000AAAA
Serial No.: 4289E34017
Approximate age: 26iyears.
756. The numeral "4" of the address numbers for this building is damaged, as shown in
the following photo. I suggest patching or replacing the damaged number.
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757. Staining and swelling has developed along the bottom edges of the exterior siding
and trim, as exemplified in the following photo. Also the bottom edges of siding
and trim are unpainted. Leaving them unpainted in this fashion is a common
construction practice. However, I suggest adding a layer of primer and paint to the
bottom edges to help deter any further swelling.

758. Loose and peeling paint has developed on exterior siding and trim around the
building, as exemplified in the following photo. I suggest applying touchup paint
and budgeting for an exterior repaint in the future.
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759. Vertical displacement has occurred in some concrete sidewalks around the
building, as exemplified in the following photo. This displacement is more than 5/8
inch in height in a few areas and could be considered a tripping hazard. I suggest
having the concrete lifted in these areas.

760. Paint is loose and peeling on the siding and trim around the chimney chases of the
building, as exemplified in the following photo. I suggest removing all unsound
paint, repriming all resulting bare wood, and repainting to reasonably match
adjacent surfaces.

761. The concrete foundation walls have some minor vertically oriented cracks that
should be considered “cosmetic”, only. Such cracks are typical for this climate and
do not indicate any structural deficiencies.
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762. One of the soffit vents is loose at the front right of the building, as shown in the
following photo. I suggest resecuring it.

763. Siding is a little “wavy” and bowed on the left and right sides of the building, as
exemplified in the following photo. This can be potentially due to inadequate
expansion joints and is mostly a cosmetic concern.
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764. One or more louvered plastic exhaust vent caps have been painted, as exemplified
in the following photo. I suggest removing the paint to help the louvers open more
freely even if they are not stuck shut by the paint.

765. One of the dryer duct vent covers is damaged at the rear right corner of the
building, as shown in the following photo. I suggest replacing the damage vent
cover.
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766. The exterior fins of the condenser coils were quite dirty, as exemplified in the
following photo. This can impact the cooling efficiency of the unit. I suggest
having a licensed HVAC contractor address this issue.

767. I discovered a gap in the penetrations of the siding for the condenser coils coolant
lines at the rear of the building, as exemplified in the following photo. I suggest
sealing these and any other such penetrations, as needed.

768. The protective globe is missing from the exterior-mounted light fixture on the
covered patio at the rear of Unit 102. I suggest replacing the missing cover.
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769. Part of the conduit is damaged for the main incoming electrical line at the rear
central of the building, as shown in the following photo. I suggest patching or
replacing the conduit in this area.

770. The dryer duct cover is damaged and its louvers are missing at the rear left of the
building, as shown in the following photo. I suggest replacing the damaged vent
cover.
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771. I discovered a few small damaged areas in the exterior siding and trim, as
exemplified in the following photo. I suggest patching any such damaged areas, as
needed.

772. Paint is loose and peeling on the ledger-board below the front entry door of the
office at the front left of the building, as shown in the following photo. I suggest
removing all unsound paint, repriming all resulting bare wood, and repainting to
reasonably match adjacent surfaces.
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Unit 101:
773. Location of crawl spaces access point: Right bedroom .
774. This unit is vacant.
775. This is a one bedroom unit, but has the complex office.
776. The large window on the front wall of the living room is fogged.
777. The small window on the front wall of the living room nearest the fireplace is
fogged.
778. Overall paint condition is good. Overall flooring condition is fair.
779. The carpeting in the living room has some staining, as shown in the following
photo. I suggest having an appropriate professional carpet cleaning contractor
address this issue.

780. The handle set for the front closet in the hallway does not latch. The door for the
front closet has been damaged by hinge-mounted doorstop, as shown in the
following photo.
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781. The secondary drain for the HVAC system has not been installed, as shown in the
following photo. I suggest installing a sensor that will shut the furnace off in the
event that the primary drain becomes clogged.

782. The coolant line for the HVAC system is missing some insulation, as shown in the
following photo. I suggest having a licensed HVAC contractor further inspect the
insulation for the entire line and repair or replace it, as needed.
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783. The catch pan beneath the water heater has been damaged, as shown in the
following photo. This will likely allow water to escape to the finished surfaces
below.

784. The supply line for the washer is leaking, as shown in the following photo. It does
appear that all of the water is finding its way into the washer drain. I suggest
having an appropriate professional contractor address this issue.
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785. One of the supply lines for the water heater has a very small leak, as shown in the
following photo.

786. The window on the rear wall of the bedroom is fogged.
787. The door leading to the closet of the bedroom does not latch.
788. The pocket door has drag marks, as shown in the following photo.
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789. The decorative cap for the valve handle for the faucet in the kitchen sink is
missing, as shown in the following photo.

790. The decorative handle for the valve handle for the faucet in the front bathroom is
missing, as shown in the following photo.
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791. All of the closet rods for the closet in the office have been removed, as shown in
the following photo.

792. The carpeting in the closet has a spill of some kind, as shown in the following
photo. This will likely just vacuum away.
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793. The carpeting in the office is quite dirty in areas, as exemplified in the following
photo. I suggest having an appropriate professional carpet cleaning contractor
address this issue.

794. The receiver latch for the secondary lock for the sliding glass door is broken, as
shown in the following photo.
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795. The track for the sliding glass door is bent in a couple of area, as shown in the
following photo.

796. The screen for the sliding glass door has a tear, as shown in the following photo.
Perhaps it could be rescreened.

797. The Spacesaver®-style microwave/range vent vents back into the living spaces.
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798. The handle for the freestanding, all-electric oven door is bent, as shown in the
following photo.

799. The inlaid vinyl floor in the kitchen has some tears, as exemplified in the following
photo.

800. Construction scraps containing cellulose (wood or paper products) have been left
in the crawl spaces under the structure. Since these scraps can eventually attract
various wood destroying organisms, I recommend that they be removed.
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801. The interior sides of the concrete foundation footings have mud trails down them
from exterior surface water that entered through the cold joints between the
footings and the stem walls, as exemplified in the following photo. Although there
was no water present at the time of this inspection, I suggest periodically
monitoring for possible future water after periods of heavy precipitation or intense
irrigation.

802. Some of the vapor barrier in the crawl space has been moved or removed in areas. I
suggest respreading it, as needed.
803. The plugs are missing for the evaporator coil cabinet’s unused refrigerant tubing
ports, as shown in the following photo. I suggest plugging these.
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804. The pipe fittings over the top of the water heater have some corrosion, as shown in
the following photo. I suggest having a licensed plumbing contractor address this
issue.

Unit 102:
805. Heating Equipment
Location: In the hallway storage closet.
Approximate age: 27iyears.
Filter types and locations, if applicable: Above the furance. (12x20x1 inch)
Manufacturer: Day & Night
Model No.: 517EN018010
Serial No.: 2589A14350
806. Water heater
Capacity: 40-gallon.
Model year (or date of installation): 2011
Location: Laundry room.
Manufacturer: Rheem
Model No.: Could not gather
Serial No.: Could not gather.
807. Carpets are in fair condition. Walls are in fair condition.
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808. Some tatters have developed in the vinyl flooring adjacent to the stove, as shown in
the following photo.

809. I was informed by the tenant the oven cooks unevenly. Therefore, it may not
maintain appropriate temperatures. I was unable to verify this.
810. The microwave light failed to illuminate during this inspection.
811. The garbage disposer’s electrical cable needs improved strain relief where it enters
the motor housing, as shown in the following photo. (The cable sheathing needs to
be held tightly to avoid pulling forces directly on the wires that terminate inside the
motor. This is especially important in cabinets under sinks where lots of cleaning
supplies are often stored.)
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812. The dishwasher’s drain hose fails to form a high enough “high loop” for sanitation,
as shown in the following photo. Some part of the hose should be clamped against
the underside of the countertop to help ensure that contaminated dishwater in the
kitchen sink basins cannot flow by gravity or by siphon action back into the
dishwasher.

813. The weather stripping of the rear entry sliding glass door is popped and tattered in
multiple locations, as exemplified in the several photos. Some weather stripping
has been added to the bottom left corner of the track below the pull handle which
could be putting pressure on the door. However, I was informed by the tenant it
does not seal well and occasionally “pops” open. It has been addressed by multiple
contractors. However, it has not been fully repaired.
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814. The living room front windows have fogged visibly. I suggest having a qualified
window contractor further evaluate this issue.
815. The secondary bedroom windows have fogged visibly. I suggest having a qualified
window contractor further evaluate this issue.
816. The furnace filter was dirty when I first approached it, as shown in the following

photo.
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817.

818.
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819.
820. The carpets are rippled in a few locations. They could probably be restretched, if
desired.
821. Construction scraps containing cellulose (wood or paper products) have been left
in the crawl spaces under the structure. Since these scraps can eventually attract
various wood destroying organisms, I recommend that they be removed.
822. Some of the metal pipe hangers for the drain lines in the crawl spaces are
disconnected, as exemplified in the following photo. I suggest reattaching any
disconnected drain line pipe hangers, as necessary.
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823. The interior sides of the concrete foundation footings at much of the perimeters of
the crawl spaces have mud trails down them from exterior surface water that
entered through the cold joints between the footings and the stem walls, as
exemplified in the following photo. Although there was no water present at the
time of this inspection, I suggest periodically monitoring for possible future water
after periods of heavy precipitation or intense irrigation.
824. Some of the perimeter foundation vents are covered by blown-on isolation. I
suggest clearing all vents to allow further air flow.
825. A basketball-sized wasp nest has been built through a perimeter foundation vent at
the right rear corner of the crawl spaces, as exemplified in the following photo. I
suggest removing it, carefully.

826. Some of the gray polybutylene water piping is hanging or fallen from underfloor
mounting brackets, as exemplified in the following photo. This can lead to strain
on the pluming material. I suggest having a licensed plumbing contractor address
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this issue, as necessary, throughout the crawl spaces.

Unit 201:
827. Heating Equipment
Location: In the hallway storage closet.
Approximate age: 26iyears.
Filter types and locations, if applicable: Below the furance. (12x20x1 inch)
Manufacturer: Carrier
Model No.: 517EN018010
Serial No.: 2589A14348
828. Water heater
Capacity: 40-gallon.
Model year (or date of installation): 1990
Location: In the laundry closet.
Manufacturer: State
Model No.: PV401ORT7
Serial No.: E90219914
829. Location of attic access is in the laundry closet.
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830. Two of the duct lines in the center of the attic have become disconnected from
their roof accesses.
831. The pull knob is missing from the bifolding closet door of the mechanical closet in
the hallway, as shown in the following photo. I suggest replacing the pull knob.

832. The door to the master bedroom closet is difficult to latch when closed. I suggest
moving its strike plate to align better with the latch bolt. (Alternatively, it may be
acceptable to simply grind or file the latch opening in the strike plate a little larger
in the correct direction.)
833. Some interior windowsills have condensate staining and loose and peeling paint, as
exemplified in the following photo.
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834. A crack has developed on the interior sheetrock surface on the front interior wall of
the master bedroom, as exemplified in the following photo. This may indicate
small amounts of settling but does not necessarily indicate any structural
deficiencies and should be considered a cosmetic concern.

835. The towel bar for the shower area is missing, as shown in the following photo.
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836. The finish on some of the interior doors and cabinets is a little worn in areas, as
shown in the following photo.

I suggest rejuvenating these surfaces by rubbing fresh varnish into them with
#0000 steel wool pads. (The steel wool pads will scrape away any unsound finish
coatings, along with any unwanted oils or dirt, while simultaneously presenting the
fresh varnish to the wood.)
837. The outlet in the rear bathroom is loose from the wall. I suggest resecuring it.
838. The decorative caps for the faucet handles are missing in the rear bathroom, as
shown in the following photo.
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839. The laminate flooring is discolored near the toilet in the rear bathroom, as shown in
the following photo.

840. The sheetrock on the wall behind the toilet in the rear bathroom is cracked, as
shown in the following photo. However, this is only a cosmetic concern.

841. One of the bulbs in the light fixture above the vanity sink in the rear bathroom does
not come on. Perhaps the bulb is burnt out.
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842. The caulking around the combination tub/shower is cracking in areas, as shown in
the following photo. I suggest recaulking, as needed.

843. The vanity sink in the front bathroom drains slowly.
844. The door leading to the front bathroom does not latch.
845. One or more of the bulbs to the light fixture above the vanity sink of the front
bathroom did not come on. Perhaps the bulbs are burnt out.
846. The overall paint condition is fair. The overall flooring condition is poor.
847. The soap dispenser tray does not close fully for the dishwasher. I suggest having an
appropriate professional contractor address this issue.
848. The vinyl flooring of the kitchen is tattered and damaged, as exemplified in the
following photo.
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849. The caulking around the base of the rear entry sliding door is cracked. I suggest
reapplying caulking.
850. The rear balcony GFI outlet failed. I suggest replacing it.
851. The window blinds of the kitchen rear sliding door are damaged and missing a few
slats. Perhaps it could be repaired.
852. The carpet batting is damaged throughout the interior of the home. The carpet is
beginning to peel near the entry to the kitchen threshold area.
853. The tenant has placed weather stripping across the fireplace doors, as shown in the
following photo.

854. Some of the paint is tattered and damaged from windowsills around the interior.
855. A clothes iron has burned a portion of the carpet in front of the closet of the let
front bedroom, as shown in the following photo. Additionally, carpets are rippled
throughout the interior of the home.
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856. The door handle for the left front bedroom has caused impact damage to the
drywall just inside.
857. The let front bedroom windows are fogged. I suggest having a qualified window
contractor further evaluate this issue.
858. The draw string window blinds of the left front bedroom are damaged. Please refer
to further discussion regarding draw string window blinds, which I have included
in the section titled “Ownership Tips for this Particular Property” near the end of
this report.
859. Some of the smoke detectors in this building are original. I suggest replacing them
every 5 to 7 years.
860. A sheetrock crack has developed in the wall surface above the entry to the hallway
and above the front entry door, as exemplified in the following photo.

861. The living room front facing windows are fogged. I suggest having a qualified
window contractor further evaluate this issue.

Unit 202:
862. Heating Equipment
Location: In the hallway storage closet.
Approximate age: 26iyears.
Filter types and locations, if applicable: Below the furance. (12x20x1 inch)
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Manufacturer: Carrier
Model No.: 517EN018010
Serial No.: 2589A14353
863. Water heater
Capacity: 50-gallon.
Model year (or date of installation): 2013
Location: In the laundry closet.
Manufacturer: Rheem
Model No.: 82V52-2
Serial No.: RHM201307858
864. Location of attic access is in the laundry closet.
865. The air filter does not fully seal within its tracks, as shown in the following photo.

Also the front cover for the filter access is missing, as shown in the following
photo. This likely has allowed unfiltered air to circulate through the HVAC
system. I suggest having a licensed HVAC contractor address this issue.
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866. Part of the guide is missing for the bifolding closet doors of the laundry in the
hallway, as exemplified in the following photo. I suggest replacing the guide
hardware.

867. The inlaid vinyl floor covering of the laundry room closet is damaged and cupping
near the water heater, as exemplified in the following photo. I suggest patching or
replacing these sections of inlaid vinyl floor covering, as needed.
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868. Some of the interior sheetrock has been removed near the main water supply shutoff valve on the front interior wall of the laundry room closet in the hallway, as
shown in the following photo. It is likely part of the water supply piping was
replaced. I suggest patching the remaining damaged section of sheetrock.
However, this is only a cosmetic concern.

869. The pull knob is cracked and loose for the drain stopper linkage connection of the
master bathroom sink, as shown in the following photo. Also the linkage has been
disconnected from the drain stopper. I suggest replacing the pull knob and
reconnecting the linkage.
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870. A small section of the countertop is damaged and swollen in front of the vanity
sink of the master bathroom, as shown in the following photo. However, this is
only a cosmetic concern.

871. Rust is beginning to show along the weld seams of the overflow channel at the
underside of the vanity basin in the master bathroom. Eventually, these seams will
rust through and the basin will leak into the vanity cabinet. Although there were no
leaks at this time, I suggest watching for leaks in the future and replacing this basin
with an equivalently shaped china fixture when they occur.
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872. The exhaust fan for the tub/shower combination of the hallway bathroom whirrs
and rattles when in operation. This may indicate the fan motor is wearing out or is
out of balance. I suggest having an appropriate professional contractor address this
issue.
873. The GFCI (Ground Fault Circuit Interrupting) duplex outlet on the right interior
wall of the hallway bathroom did not trip when using my outlet tester but did trip
when pressing the test button on the outlet itself. This my likely indicate the GFI
protection has failed in this outlet. This outlet is also downstream from the GFCI
duplex outlet on the rear interior wall of the master bathroom. This can potentially
cause confusion when resetting the GFCI protection. I suggest replacing the GFCI
duplex outlet in the hallway bathroom with a traditional duplex outlet.
874. Rust-colored staining and scratches have developed on the interior finish of the
vanity ink in the hallway bathroom, as shown in the following photo. However,
this is only a cosmetic concern.

875. Some hinge mounted doorstop have caused small damage in the interior doors
throughout the unit, as exemplified in the following photo.
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Please refer to further discussion regarding hinge-mounted doorstops, which I have
included in the section titled “Ownership Tips for this Particular Property” near the
end of this report.
876. The floor guides have been removed from the bypassing closet doors of the front
right bedroom, as shown in the following photo. I suggest replacing the floor
guides.

877. Staining has developed on the interior windowsill for the front-facing window of
the front right bedroom, as exemplified in the following photo. This is likely from
condensate.
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878. One of the front facing windows of the front left bedroom is fogged, as shown in
the following photo.

879. A large piece of furniture has been placed in front of the fireplace, as shown in the
following photo. Therefore, I was unable to fully inspect the fireplace and flue.

880. Some interior duplex outlets in the living room are controlled by a light switch.
881. The interior duplex outlet to the left of the free-standing electric oven is not GFI
protected. Although not required by codes in effect at the time of construction, I
suggest adding GFI protection for this outlet.
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882. The free-standing range/oven appliance has no anti-tip bracket installed. (These
brackets are installed at one of the rear feet and intended to prevent the appliance
from tipping forward if a child happens to open the oven door and climbs onto it.)
883. Wall and paint conditions are good. Flooring condition is fair.
884. Some blind slats for the rear-facing dining room door are damaged or missing, as
exemplified in the following photo. I suggest replacing any damaged or missing
slats.

885. Some inlaid vinyl floor covering is cupping and the caulking is cracked where the
vinyl meets the rear-facing dining room door, as exemplified in the following
photo. I suggest further securing the vinyl flooring and applying additional
caulking, as needed.
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886. Some carpeting is a little loose and damaged along the edges, as exemplified in the
following photo. I suggest having a carpeting professional contractor address this
issue.

887. The subflooring in front of the refrigerator in the kitchen is uneven. This could be
from impact but can also be typical of small amounts of settling and should be
considered mostly a cosmetic concern.
888. Carpeting is stained and worn throughout the unit, as exemplified in the following
photo. I suggest having a carpet cleaning professional contractor address this issue.
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889. Staining has developed in the trusses and studs adjacent to the plumbing vent
above the laundry room closet, as shown in the following photo.

This is likely from leaking at a small gap in the plumbing vent boot, as shown in
the next photo. I suggest sealing this penetration.

890. The front entry door is somewhat difficult to close as it collides with the strike
plate. I suggest moving its strike plate to align better with the latch bolt.
(Alternatively, it may be acceptable to simply grind or file the latch opening in the
strike plate a little larger in the correct direction.)
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FYI (For Your Information):
These are comments regarding aspects or features of the property we wanted you to know about that just don’t seem
to fit well anywhere else in the report.

891. Since these buildings were occupied at the time of this inspection, many surfaces
and features could not be reasonably viewed. (We do not typically move or remove
personal property to perform our inspections.) Therefore, some additional
discoveries will most likely be made by our customers after the property has been
vacated. For this reason, we suggest planning to view all easily accessible areas of
the property during a final walk-through before purchase. Please contact us at that
time if you have any questions regarding additional defects or imperfections that
may have come into view.
892. Our policy as building inspectors is to not functionally test (open or close) main
shut-off valves, laundry valves, water heater valves, water conditioning valves,
filtering equipment valves, or service stop valves leading to plumbing fixtures
during the inspection. These valves are not meant to be frequently operated and are
installed mostly for maintenance. Please refer to further discussion regarding this
issue, which I have included in the section titled “Ownership Tips for this
Particular Property” near the end of this report. Because it is not reasonable for us
to operate these valves during our inspection, all such aforementioned valves are
specifically excluded from coverage under our 90-Day Limited Structural and
Mechanical Home Warranty.
893. You may wish to applying matching silicone caulking in all bathrooms and laundry
rooms or kitchens not only along the joints where the inlaid vinyl floor coverings
meet the fronts of tubs or showers, but also around their entire floor perimeters.
When water gets on vinyl floors, it doesn’t always stay next to the water sources.
This additional precaution is not “required” or “expected” of builders, but tends to
offer extended protection against the possibilities that escaping waters can get
under the inlaid vinyl to cause eventual swelling of particleboard underlayments,
or cause discolorations of the floor coverings.
894. As building inspectors, we typically inspect clothes dryer ducts for visually
obvious disconnections, leaks, spewing of clothes lint, and runs that are too long or
with too many bends. We cannot inspect the interiors of clothes dryer ducts; and
we’ve discovered that perceptions of air flow rates can lead to false assumptions
regarding the conditions at the interiors of these ducts.
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We’ve learned that all clothes dryer ducts should be professionally cleaned at least
every 2 years to reduce the risk of dryer-initiated fires. (Just because a person can
feel air flowing from an exterior vent cap with the clothes dryer running does not
mean the duct is clean enough to be safe.)
We also strongly suggest having the same professional simultaneously ensure that
no clothes lint has built up anywhere in the appliance cabinet or in its hose
connection to the dryer duct. [One such local, trusted clothes dryer duct cleaning
professional is Francis Burger of Boise Dryer Vent Cleaning. Mr. Burger's
business phone number is 208-713-1581.]
895. This building has one or more pocket doors. Try to remember that pocket doors
slide into “pockets” in their respective walls … leaving very little room (if any) for
penetrating nails or screws. Therefore, exercise extreme caution whenever making
any penetrations in the wall panels near pocket doors, or adding fasteners for any
reason. (I’ve seen too many door panels with unsightly holes or with long
horizontal scratches due to lack of foresight.)
896. The method and extent of my inspection of the roof coverings can be found, below,
in the descriptive section of this “Full Inspection Report”, together with my
estimates of “Remaining Functional Life” and “Remaining Economic Life”. Any
adverse issues found during this inspection are listed, above, in this report.
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DESCRIPTIONS OF MAJOR
SYSTEMS & FEATURES
Only those components, systems, or features which exist on the property are included in this section. If an existing
component, system, or feature was not inspected, the reason for not inspecting it will be published.

Foundation
Description of foundation system: Cast-in-place concrete footings and stem walls
form the perimeters. Intermediate support is provided by pony walls (short wood
stud walls) atop footing curbs in the crawl spaces.

Crawl Spaces
Method of inspection: Crawled to all areas.
Description of vapor retarder: 6-mil black plastic sheeting
Type and thickness of perimeter insulation: Blown-on fiberglass.
Type and thickness of under-floor insulation: No insulation.

Gutters & Downspouts
Descriptions: Metal gutters and downspouts.

Roof Coverings
Method of roof inspection: (The roof was too wet to safely walk upon.) (Too slick
to walk upon.)
Current roof covering: Architectural composition shingles (typical 30-yr lifespan).
Estimated current age: ??? years.
Estimated “Remaining Functional Life”*: ???
Estimated “Remaining Economic Life” +: ???
*

“Remaining Functional Life” is the amount of time left before an average building owner would choose to
replace a roof because of leaks occurring that are too numerous or expensive to simply repair.
+
“Remaining Economic Life” is the amount of time left before a roof would most likely need to be replaced in
order to satisfy a prospective buyer who may be receiving advice from a roofing repair contractor or other
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inspector. (Most prospective buyers and some lenders like to be assured that at least 3 to 5 years of “useful life”
remain.)

Roof Structure & Attic
Accessibility and/or method of inspecting attic: I entered and viewed most of the
accessible unfinished attic spaces.
Roof framing: Engineered truss system.
Roof sheathing (decking): Plywood sheathing.
Type and thickness of insulation: About 14 inches of blown-in fiberglass over the
living spaces, only. (R-38) Some unfaced fiberglass batting.

Walls (Interior & Exterior)
Perimeter wall structures: Stud wall construction.
Partition wall structures: Stud wall construction.
Exterior surfaces: Fiberboard siding and soffits, and wood trim painted.
Interior surfaces: Sheetrock, taped, textured, and painted.

Ceilings & Floors
Ceiling structures: Bottom cords of trusses.
Floor structures: OSB (Oriented Strand Board) subflooring over “I”-beam joists and
pony-wall supports. Plywood subflooring over dimensional lumber joists over
pony-wall supports.

Windows
General descriptions: Vinyl-framed, thermal-paned. Aluminum-framed, thermalpaned.

Fireplace & Chimney
General description: Single-sided. Wood-burning. Metal flue. Bifolding glass doors,
with integral screen. Masonry fire chamber.
Location of gas shut-off valve (if any): N/A.
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Service & Entrance Panels
Service type: Underground service.
Location of main electrical power shut-off: At the meter panels.
Service amperage and voltage: 100-amps (120/240 volts)
Service entry conductor materials: Stranded aluminum.
Locations of meter, main, and subpanels: The meter cluster is located at the rear
central of each 4-plex building exterior.
The main distribution panel is located
at the bedroom hallway.

Branch Circuits
Types of overcurrent protection: Circuit breakers.
240-volt conductor materials: Stranded copper. Solid copper.
120-volt conductor materials: Solid copper.
Wiring Methods: The branch circuits of this building are grounded.

Heating Equipment
Type: Central furnace.
Energy source: Electricity.
[Most gas furnaces and electric heat pumps last from 12 to 18 years. Most oil
furnaces last from 18 to 25 years. Most gas boilers, ceiling-hung space heaters, and
wall furnaces last from 30 to 40 years. Most electric space heaters, forced-air
central heaters, and baseboard heaters last 30 years or more.]
Method of heat distribution: Central, forced-air system, with ductwork.

Cooling Equipment
Type: Refrigerative, air-to-air central conditioning system.
Energy source: Electricity.
[Most air conditioners and heat pumps last from 12 to 18 years. Most window- or
wall-mounted room coolers last from 10 to 15 years. Most evaporative (“swamp”)
coolers last from 8 to 15 years.]
Method of cool-air distribution: Central forced-air, integral with the heating system.
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Comments (for refrigerative systems, only): If the outdoor air temperatures at the
time of this inspection were below 45F, our policy is to NOT attempt to start and
run a refrigerative appliance. If the outside air temperatures are above 45F, our
policy is to attempt to start and run a refrigerative appliance. However, we do not
expect meaningful cooling performance data until or unless the outdoor air
temperatures are above 70F. Therefore, until or unless the outdoor air temperatures
are recorded as being above 70F at the time of this inspection, we cannot warrant
the performance of any A/C system.

Ducts & Vents
Descriptions: Insulated in the attic spaces. Insulated in the crawl spaces.
Comments: The ductwork was inspected for continuity only where visible access
was available.
NOTE: Although air flow may be discernible at supply registers, building
inspectors are not able to determine whether the availability and balance of air flow
is acceptable to all prospective occupants.

Water Supply Systems & Fixtures
Source of domestic water: Public water system.
Location of main shut-off valve: Hallway laundry room closet.
Supply piping: The potable water service line into the building is of black plastic
buried pipe. The supply piping throughout the building is mostly of gray
polybutylene (PB) [NOTE: There have been class-action lawsuits in effect across
the nation involving this type of piping; but, in my opinion, the nature of the systems
most typically found in the Treasure Valley present very little actual risk.
Nonetheless, prospective buyers may wish to contact local plumbing contractors or
other qualified advisors in order to form their own opinions.].
Comments: The pressurized water supply piping within the building was inspected
only where visible and readily accessible.
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Drains, Wastes, & Vents
Type of collection system (if known): Public collection system.
Visible building drain piping materials: Black plastic.
Comments: The drain lines within the property were inspected only where visible
and readily accessible.

Water Heating Equipment
Energy Source: Electricity.
[Most gas water heaters last from 12 to 18 years. Most electric water heaters last
from 20 to 40 years.]

Dishwasher
Description: Built-in, under-the-counter.

Food Waste Disposer
Kitchen Exhaust
Type: Built-in Spacesaver®-style microwave with exhaust fan, above the range.

Major Cooking Appliances
Descriptions: Free-standing electric range/oven.
Location of gas shut-off valves (if applicable): N/A..

Microwave Cooking Equipment
Description: Built-in Spacesaver®-style, above the range.

Dryer Vent
Description: Rigid sheetmetal tubular ducting.
Termination: The dryer exhausts up through the roof with an appropriate vent cap in
the upper units. Exterior vent cap through siding in the lower units.
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Lawn Sprinklers
Comments: I did not functionally test the sprinkler system because the customer did
not contract for that particular option.

Fire Protection Equipment
Description: Both hard-wired and battery-backup. If one unit sounds, they all sound.
Comments: I suggest maintaining smoke detectors in every bedroom and in every
other room or hallway that adjoins any bedrooms. Furthermore, it’s always a good
idea to have at least one detector installed at each living level or ceiling level that
differs from the next by more than 2 feet.
I also suggest replacing smoke detectors at least every 5 to 7 years, as their sensors
will usually begin failing after that period (even though their alarms will continue to
sound when their test buttons are pressed).
Smoke detectors may be periodically checked for response to actual smoke by
building owners. (Try using a short candle at the bottom of a tall glass jar. The
candle will tend to produce a lot of smoke due to lack of oxygen, and the jar will
keep hot wax off hands and carpeting. However, if such testing is done too
frequently, the smoke may prematurely coat the sensors with a film that could block
their sensitivity.)
Additionally, carbon monoxide detectors should be installed to protect all sleeping
areas whenever combustion appliances are present in the building.
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OWNERSHIP TIPS FOR THIS
PARTICULAR PROPERTY
Each of the following subjects was included in this report because it pertains directly to this
particular property. Each short article is written by our inspectors for the benefit of our customers in
hopes that their ownership experiences will be enhanced.

Guarding Against Molds, Mildews, and Other Fungi.
Molds and mildews (recently so often referred to as “toxic molds”) can grow anywhere in and
around our buildings where the conditions are right. Molds need darkness, relative humidity above
50%, and organic food sources.
Sunlight will kill mold rather quickly. One way to kill mold or stop it from getting a “foothold” is
to periodically let as much sunlight as possible into the areas where it might otherwise thrive.
Dry environments will not allow mold to grow. Even though mold spores may be present in
almost any air, the spores must land on surfaces that can provide enough food and moisture for them to
live. Otherwise they become dormant and eventually die. Surfaces that are being continually wetted or
which never dry out can support mold colonies even when the surrounding air is relatively dry.
However, if the air, itself, is continually above 50% relative humidity, the mold can thrive on otherwise
dry surfaces.
Food sources can include even fine dust or lint that collects on otherwise indigestible materials.
(This is how mold colonies are sometimes found on windows.) Wood, paper, or any other material
containing cellulose can be a food source to molds. The significance of this is that most building
materials contain these nutrients.
All these molds, mildews, and fungi produce spores that have been floating around in our daily
environment for all our lives without causing much trouble for anyone. It’s the unique confinement of
living spaces that lends itself to possibly harmful concentrations of these micro-organisms. That’s why
we are learning to become more educated and more responsible with respect to mold.
Many types of molds typically found in today’s living environments may contain allergens that
cause a wide variety of symptoms in individuals. These symptoms are most often related to the
respiratory system, but may also involve rashes or dizziness. Not all people are allergic to these types
of molds. Typically, people with compromised immune systems will be more likely to have allergic
reactions. People suffering from asthma are particularly sensitive.
Some types of black molds have been identified as neurotoxins. These can cause severe, long-term
damage to the nervous system. People can be hurt by these molds without ever developing outward
allergenic symptoms. Although this type of injury is rather rare, it should make us more cautious with
respect to threats from molds, in general.
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Allergy doctors can usually identify which of the known molds may cause allergic reactions in
any individual, but the doctors are not equipped to tell that individual whether he or she may be
exposed to those molds in their daily environment. Fortunately, Southern Idaho now has mold
specialists who can survey a building and identify any molds or mildews that may be present (along
with other possible airborne contaminants). Slide samples of molds or other fungi can be sent off to
microbiologists for analysis. Air samples can be taken.
Southern Idaho also has several mold mitigation contractors trained in removing or treating mold
and reducing the conditions that may be conducive to their proliferation. However, the EPA currently
recommends involving certified remediation contractors only if the affected area of mold exceeds
10 square feet. (For areas less than that, building owners can usually feel confident in their ability to
scrub away any mold with a 10% bleach solution.)
Regardless of the type or extent of mold remediation that might be required, the most important
strategy is to remove the source of invasive moisture and to take steps to ensure that moisture does not
return.

Draw-String Window Coverings
Any of the popular window coverings that incorporate drawstrings to raise and lower them can be
operated in a manner that will greatly extend their expected lives. Rather than using only the tension of
the draw strings for raising the window coverings, one may do most of the lifting by placing one hand
under the center of the window covering’s bottom rail to support most of the weight while
simultaneously keeping only mild tension on the draw strings. In this manner, the window coverings
are not raised by the strings, but only held in place by the strings.
Conversely, when wishing to lower the coverings, one may hold the drawstrings in their “release”
positions with only very slight tension. Then, rather than applying enough downward tension on the
strings to cause the locking cams to release, one can gently lift the center of the bottom of the window
coverings to release the cams. In this manner very little actual tension is required on the drawstrings to
release the cam.
By following the procedures outlined above, very little wear occurs on the draw strings as they
follow around their pulleys, and very little “tugging” is done on the window covering’s attachment
hardware to the window casings or walls. The window coverings will last much longer. I suggest
teaching all occupants in a building to use these techniques.

Trees and Shrubs Near Building Surfaces.
If trees or shrubs have branches that can touch the building, those branches should be kept
trimmed back and away from those surfaces seasonally to avoid long-term wind-action abrasion
damage. For this reason, we strongly recommend carefully planning the placement of any new trees or
shrubs. It’s wise to consult an arborist or botanist regarding the expected eventual sizes and shapes of
all mature plantings. Whenever possible, the locations of such plantings should allow for at least 1 foot
of clearance between the foliage and any building surfaces even after the trees or shrubs have reached
full maturity. However, if trees or shrubs are already planted rather close to the building, we suggest
seeking the advice of arborists or botanists as soon as possible to determine whether pruning,
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relocation, or removal would be the best choice. Please bear in mind that expert answers to these
questions can save a lot of money, later, as trees and shrubs get more expensive to prune, relocate, or
move when they get larger.

Insurance Industry’s C.L.U.E. Reports
The insurance industry maintains a database of risk factors associated with individual clients and
with certain properties. The database functions much like a credit report. Most of the risk factors are
associated with the financial habits of individuals; but some important data stays with the building. For
instance: If a building has had a water damage claim, the insurance underwriters may be afraid of
future claims deriving from molds or mildews.
This database is known as the C.L.U.E. (Comprehensive Loss Underwriting Exchange). The
acronym is a clever play on words, as it pertains to giving insurance companies a “clue” regarding risks
that could lower their profits.
Building owners should know that whenever they file a claim (or even call their insurance
company to inquire as to whether they should file a claim) the information they give over the phone is
most likely being entered into the C.L.U.E. database. This information can have grave and lasting
negative effects on future insurability. For this reason, the insurance departments and commissioners of
many states are taking proactive roles in educating consumers and in protecting them from misuse of
these data. However, Idaho has not yet taken such action … leaving consumers to protect themselves
through self-education.
Therefore, I strongly urge building owners, buyers, and sellers to think twice about disclosing any
water damage to their insurance companies. (This includes fire damage, as many fires are put out with
water … which, of course, often leads to associated water damage.)
Finally, I highly recommend asking your prospective building or homeowners insurance agent to
be sure to obtain a CLUE report on this property before submitting a binder for insurance to your
lender. (Failure to insist upon this important information before purchase of the building could possibly
result in a surprise increase of premiums or even in withdrawal of the insurance once the insurance
company has completed their due diligence.)

Backflow Prevention Valve Codes and Inspections.
The State of Idaho requires all irrigation systems that are in any way connected to domestic water
systems (including underground aquifers, by means of private wells) to have adequate means of
preventing contamination of their associated domestic water sources. The state publishes detailed
specifications for the design, installation, and performance of the required backflow prevention valves.
Idaho requires that certified inspectors inspect all existing backflow prevention valves, annually.
The state and the local water providers have the right to immediately discontinue service to any point
of final use that is not in compliance. (However, normally, some notice is given along with a
reasonable time to comply.)
It is fair to note that enforcement of these laws has been sporadic and inconsistent, which explains
why so many Idaho citizens are yet unaware of any need to comply. However, once an address is listed
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in the state’s records as requiring backflow prevention, it is more likely that annual inspections will be
tracked and compliance enforced.
The numerous older-styles of anti-siphon loops with ball-check valves and many other older
backflow prevention devices that are no longer in compliance with today’s codes cannot be accepted as
“legal”. There are no “grandfather” rights when it comes to public safety.
Further information about backflow prevention valves can be obtained from the State of Idaho
Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) at (208) 373-0413.

Self-Closing Garage-Building Entry Doors.
Since most fires are known to originate in garages (because of the types of flammable chemicals
typically stored in them), fire insurance companies have continually lobbied for greater improvements
in the “fire barriers” between garages and adjacent parts of buildings.
Garage doors must now (since about 1993) not only be rated as “fire doors” with at least a ½-hour
fire rating; but they must also be designed to self-close and successfully self-latch when released from
a fully open position. This is usually accomplished by the installation of spring-loaded hinges.
However, many people seem to find the self-closing hinges to be a nuisance when carrying
multiple sets of packages into the building from the garage. For this reason, I find that many garagebuilding entry doors have hinge springs that have been purposely relaxed.
I suggest, instead, that people install drop-down rubber stops that can be easily operated with one
foot … even while one’s hands are full. These simple devices are inexpensive and easy to install. Their
installation and use can avoid the typical frustrations of self-closing safety features, while maintaining
the important fire barrier aspects of the doorway.

Sodium-Based Water Softeners.
Some water sources (both private and public) may contain high concentrations of dissolved
minerals that can build up and clog piping and faucet aerators or cause water heaters to fail faster. This
condition, known as “hard water”, can be measured to decide upon a course of action, if desired.
Most water softeners installed in residences use sodium-based ion displacement systems. This
type of water conditioner forces the iron, calcium, potassium, and a number of other elements typically
associated with “hard” water out of solution by super saturating the water with sodium. Sodium is
easily obtained from salt that is rather plentiful, cheap, and easily dissolved into water. (That’s why
people need to keep refilling the salt canisters of water softeners.) The unwanted ions of the harder
elements are deposited on the surfaces of resin beads and then flushed down the drain periodically to
refresh (or recharge) the resin bed of the conditioner.
The high concentration of sodium in most “softened” water is usually detectable by making the
water feel “slippery”. Softened water not only prevents the buildup of harmful deposits on the inner
surfaces of piping and plumbing fixtures, but also allows more lather to be easily produced with a
given amount of detergent. (It saves on soap bills.) In contrast, it’s the hard water that makes the
“squeaky” sound on skin or dishes when they’re being rinsed.
It’s important for anyone instructed by their physicians to maintain a low-sodium diet to avoid the
consumption of water softened by many of the sodium-based systems. (Most people can drink sodium
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treated water without ill effects; but many people don’t like the taste or feel.) Check with a
knowledgeable dealer regarding the sodium contents of the water being treated by a particular
installation, as some systems manage to keep the sodium levels much lower than others.
Also, if indoor potted plants are continually watered with high-sodium water, their captive soils
may trap and accumulate enough salts to eventually kill the plants.
For these few above reasons, it is rather typical to have the plumbing modified to provide
unconditioned water for human consumption or plant watering to one or more taps at the interior of the
building. Most people also want to ensure that the water to the exterior sill cocks (hose connections) is
not treated, which avoids needless salt costs.
Whenever the building’s water piping is to be modified for the installation of a water softener
subsequent to original construction, it is very important to realize many water softener dealers may not
employ licensed plumbers. Since plumbing modifications should require a plumbing permit and code
inspections, I suggest making it known to the water softener salesperson that necessary permits and
inspections will be expected by the building owner. (I’ve seen too many poorly installed units and
improper modifications to building plumbing that have caused extensive damage to buildings due to
incompetence or poor workmanship.)

Tripping Hazards Along Public or Private Walking Surfaces
Precendences set by governing agencies typically define any vertical disparity along a walking
path as a “tripping hazard” if it is greater than 5/8 inch in height. These guidelines represent what
attorneys feel are appropriate when prosecuting or defending trip/fall cases in courts of law. Therefore,
as building inspectors, we try to follow these guidelines regarding the reporting of possible tripping
hazards.
The need for such guidelines seems to begin with public right-of-way sidewalks. Sidewalks
installed along public streets are part of the public’s property, but the individual property owners
usually have the responsibility for their maintenance. Likewise, if anyone is injured due to a tripping
hazard anywhere in the right-of-way areas bordering their property, the individual owner(s) are usually
liable, just as they would be for someone tripping or falling on their own property. However, although
this liability can be very great, most people simply rely upon their building or homeowner’s insurance
to cover these risks.
There is one very important exception to the above-mentioned strategy, however! Local
government agencies typically have the legal responsibility of ensuring that hazards along their rightsof-way are being addressed. If their department is made aware of a possible tripping hazard, they are
legally obligated to investigate further. If their inspector finds that any hazard exists, then the property
owner adjacent to the hazard may be contacted and be given instructions for repair as an ultimatum.
Most such governing entities will consider any abrupt vertical irregularity greater than 5/8 of an
inch to be a tripping hazard. (The arbitrary 5/8-inch standard is a measure that their attorneys feel they
can reasonably defend for not taking corrective action. However, any hazard—no matter how small—
may still end up in court if someone trips and injures themselves.)
If the property owners fail to accomplish the directed repairs in a timely manner, the government
agency may have the work done and invoice the property owners. If the property owners fail to pay the
invoice, a tax lien or other remedy may be placed against their title. (NOTE: All work done in the
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public rights-of way must usually be done only by contractors who have been approved by the agencies
having jurisdiction. This usually increases expenses far above those that the building owners would
choose to incur on their own.)
Most governing agencies do not actively inspect sidewalks for hazards. They respond only to
people who call in to complain about sidewalk conditions or to people who call to inquire about
regulations. (This explains why most citizens can point to obviously hazardous areas in public
sidewalks that have remained unaddressed for years.)
If the person receiving a phone inquiry regarding sidewalks is given a street address, then they are
usually obligated to send an inspector to that address. This could trigger a very expensive chain of
events for some property owners. Most of the people answering the phones at those offices will try to
warn the callers not to give a specific address unless they wish to make a complaint.
My advice to building owners inquiring about the sidewalks, curbs, or driveways in front of their
own property is to ask about general advice regarding right-of-way sidewalk regulations without giving
out their specific addresses.

Importance of GFCI (Ground Fault Circuit Interrupting) Devices
Over the past 40 or so years, the electrical code authors have begun to recognize the importance of
increased protection against inadvertent small electrical shocks due to ground faults. Physiologists have
discovered that electrical currents as small as 30 to 60 milliamps per square centimeter passing through
a heart muscle can cause fibrillation. This is probably the most serious condition that electrical currents
can produce. Once a heart goes into fibrillation, it usually requires a defibrillator to save the patient.
(Most of us don’t have this type of equipment nearby.) Ironically, if greater amounts of current pass
through the heart muscle, it’s far more likely that the heart will simply spasm in response to the shock
and then regain its normal rhythm.
Research has found that older people and persons with unsound hearts are much more susceptible
to small shocks that might be below the threshold of perception of younger, healthier people. For this
reason, it’s quite possible that a malfunctioning appliance in a building could be creating small shocks
that don’t bother one user, but which could kill another user.
The electrical industry has addressed this danger by requiring the installation of protective devices
(commonly known as GFI’s, for Ground Fault Interrupters) to serve all outlets that are within six feet
of plumbing fixtures or major appliances likely to have exposed surfaces directly connected to ground.
Outside outlets and outlets over bare concrete surfaces are also required to have this type of protection.
These GFI devices are usually set to open (trip) a circuit if an imbalance of current flow between
the “hot” and “neutral” conductors greater than 10 milliamps is measured. While some of these devices
are incorporated into GFI-type circuit breakers, the more modern implementation is the use of GFCI
(Ground Fault Circuit Interrupting) duplex receptacles … the outlets having special “test” and “reset”
buttons.
The GFCI outlets were originally designed for use on fully grounded circuits, i.e., circuits having
a black, white, and a bare ground conductor. However, these outlets can also be appropriately applied
to ungrounded circuits. (This is a little-known fact within much of the industry, which otherwise
appears to be in conflict with the general rule about allowing only 2-hole outlets ungrounded circuits.)
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NOTE: The locations and degree of implementation of GFI-type devices has changed
dramatically over the past 30 or so years, according to codes adopted by various authorities. (One
cannot expect all older buildings to be in compliance with today’s codes.)

Importance of AFCI (Arc Fault Circuit Interrupting) Devices
It’s been known for many years that certain wiring problems can cause fires before the actual
current ratings of the conductors are exceeded. Fuses and circuit breakers have traditionally been the
only line of defense against overloaded circuits that can generate enough heat to ignite nearby
combustible materials in residences. The sizes of these fuses or circuit breakers are based upon the
sizes and types of wiring designed and insulated to carry the necessary load currents.
However, it’s all too common that smaller amounts of current can find paths through poor wiring
insulation that can generate more heat than the engineers predicted. When this occurs, fires can start.
The types of paths that electrical currents can follow when they escape their intended circuits are
known as “faults”. When the current has to jump through or past poor insulation to follow a fault path,
it must usually form an “arc” through the air or through insulation that has high resistance to current
flow. Therefore, these types of wiring failure are referred to as an “arc faults”.
Arc faults tend to generate high amounts of heat in very small spaces without involving large
amounts of electrical current.
The following short list defines some examples of wiring problems that can generate arc faults:
a) Extension cord insulation becoming frayed by being walked upon under a throw rug
b) Appliance cords being pulled around sharp corners.
c) Rats or mice chewing on wiring insulation in walls or ceilings until it is nearly bare, or until it can
touch adjacent surfaces that can conduct some electrical current.
d) Pets chewing on appliance cords or extension cords.
e) Embrittled insulation around fixtures that are not adequately protected from too much heat.
f) Insulated wires touching sharp metal edges of electrical boxes, rather than being protected by
bushings or bushing clamps, or other strain relief devices.
The electrical industry has finally been able to develop “smart” circuit breakers that use smallscale integrated circuit logic to compare the typical load waveforms of arc faults to normal loads that
should be expected. When the waveforms look like arc faults, rather than safe loads, the breakers
“trip”.
Since these devices are still rather expensive and are still in their infancy of development, code
authorities are requiring the inclusion only in bedroom receptacle circuits at this time. However, as
they become less expensive and more dependable (that is, with fewer “nuisance trip”), they will no
doubt be included in more and more of a typical building’s branch circuits.
At this time, the AFCI’s are made only in a circuit breaker format. However, it’s expected that the
industry will soon be able to produce them in the small and less expensive duplex electrical receptacle
format.
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Making Incandescent Light Bulbs Last Longer
Have you ever noticed that light bulbs seem to burn out just when you turn them on? That’s
because their frail filaments are hit hard and suddenly by a large burst of voltage and current every time
conventional switches turn them on. Those forces actually cause them to be “jarred” physically.
(Sometimes, in a quiet room, you can actually hear the filaments sound like a released spring in
response to the sudden energy put to them.)
To reduce the amount of unnecessary stresses that switches can place on light bulb filaments, I
suggest considering the incorporation of what some people call “soft switches”. These are any number
of solid-state dimmer devices that allow the lights to be turned on gradually, instead of simply
“slamming” them with the sudden forces that most contacts create. Any dimmer switch that forces the
user to move a dial or toggle through a continuously increasing range of voltage or current in order to
get the fixture to its fully “on” position each and every time the light is turned on could be considered
as a “soft switch”. (Any style of rotating-dial dimmer switch with a push-push on/off action, or a slide
control in combination with a rocker switch that allows the dimming level to be set, but yet also allows
a separate “on/off” action does not qualify as a “soft switch”.)
I suggest incorporating soft switches especially wherever expensive light bulbs are used, or where
light bulbs are exceedingly difficult to access (such as at high ceilings or over stairways). The use of
soft switches can extend bulb life by as much as a factor of 5 or 10.

Refrigerators and Freezers on GFI-Protected Circuits
Most garages built after 1976 have GFI-protected outlets. Other garages and exterior storage
rooms are often subsequently “upgraded” with GFI-type protection. If refrigerators or freezers are
plugged into these outlets they can sometimes cause “nuisance” trips of the protective devices. This can
lead to food spoilage if the tripped conditions manage to go unnoticed for too long.
I suggest placing refrigerators or freezers in garages (or for other locations that may be protected
by GFI-type devices) only upon non-GFI outlets. Usually, a qualified electrician can provide such an
outlet in these locations with very little alteration of the existing circuits.

Loose Door Knobs and Door Pulls
When the surface plates (escutcheons) of doorknobs and closet door pulls are allowed to slide
loosely around on finished surfaces, the surfaces are often damaged. Therefore, I suggest keeping all
hardware tightly secured to avoid such damage.

Laundry Valves
Since most washing machine hoses will eventually fail, it is wise to close the supply valves to
which they are connected after each appliance use. For many building owners, this would seem to be
very inconvenient … especially if the valves are hard to reach behind the washing machine or require
many turns to operate. However, in these cases it would still be appropriate to turn the valves off
during long periods of non-use, such as during vacations, etc.
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Alternatively, some modern valve stations are made with simple globe valves that require only
one-quarter turn for their full range of motion. Some valves are also available with a single lever to
control both hot and cold valves simultaneously. It might be advisable to consider replacing existing
valves with these newer types to promote the habit of turning them off between laundry uses.
If easier valves are not a ready option, it may be prudent to employ only the more expensive,
steel-reinforced washer hoses to help reduce the chances of flood damage.

Window Screen Panels Do Not Safely Hold Children
There have been a number of unfortunate accidents through the years involving infants and small
children falling through windows that parents thought were safe because of the presence of screen
panels. The children would manage to climb onto interior windowsills and lean against screen panels
that they naively trusted would hold them. Therefore, I urge all parents of infants and young children to
keep the toddlers away from open windows, altogether … especially windows of upper story rooms.
If windowsills cannot be made inaccessible to youngsters, then it may be wise to either keep
sashes secured shut or to open window panels only a few inches for air circulation, when desired.

Smoke and CO Detector Placement, Testing, and Maintenance
While older buildings may not have been required to have either smoke detectors or carbon
monoxide (CO) detectors in place when they were built, we strongly suggest considering the
installation of these important life-safety devices in any building. Furthermore, building owners should
know that any time a building permit was or is needed to be obtained during any period when the IRC
(International Residential Code) has been adopted by the local code authority, smoke detectors and
carbon monoxide detectors have been required to be updated to current codes, regardless of the age of
the building.
Current codes require smoke detectors in every sleeping area, in every room or hallway that
adjoins sleeping areas, at least one at every living level, and at least one for every ceiling level that
varies from an adjacent ceiling level by more than 2 feet. Additionally, they should be interconnected
in a way such that if one sounds, they all sound. (However, battery-operated smoke detectors that
sound independently are acceptable in renovations where major electrical upgrades are not otherwise
being made.)
Likewise, current codes require at least one carbon monoxide detector to be placed at each living
level in or adjacent to sleeping areas whenever any type of combustion appliance is installed in the
building.
I suggest replacing smoke detectors at least every 5 to 7 years, as their sensors will usually begin
failing after that period (even though their alarms will continue to sound when their test buttons are
pressed).
Smoke detectors may be periodically checked for response to actual smoke by building owners.
(Try using a short candle at the bottom of a tall glass jar. The candle will tend to produce a lot of
smoke due to lack of oxygen, and the jar will keep hot wax off hands and carpeting. However, if such
testing is done too frequently, the smoke may prematurely coat the sensors with a film that could block
their sensitivity.)
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Leaking or Stuck Valves (Service Stops or Main Shutoffs)
If water valves that are not regularly used (such as those for shutting off water supplies to entire
buildings or to specific plumbing fixtures), seem “stuck” or “frozen” in a certain position, we
recommend exercising extreme care in attempting to force their movement. It’s all too easy to damage
such valves or their nearby piping and find yourself with a flood emergency on your hands. Unless the
building owner is an experienced plumber, it’s not a good idea to risk causing damage that you have
neither the tools, parts, nor experience to repair before the situation gets quickly worse. (We suggest
always knowing where the main shut-off valve is located, or how to operate the valve at the water
meter before attempting repairs that could possibly cause damage and result in flooding.)
Infrequently used valves can fail to stop water flow when closed after being open for long periods
of time. This is sometimes found to be the case with older building shut-off valves that have been in
their “open” positions for years. It’s also quite common with valves installed in the cold-water inlet
pipes above water heaters. If such valves fail to stop all water when closed, a plumber should be called
to replace the valve, as either their stop washers or the valves, themselves, will need to be replaced.
It’s very common for valves to leak a little water past their stem packing or cartridge seals when
they get older and/or haven’t been used for some time. This leaking us usually caused by moving a
valve that has been stationary for years. However, this unwanted water escape from the valves can
usually be stopped by closing the valve immediately. If the leaking valve has a packing nut, we suggest
attempting to tighten the nut a little to stop the leak. This can usually be done with a crescent wrench
on the packing nut and an opposing wrench on the valve body to avoid transferring damaging forces to
nearby piping. (The packing nut is the very first fitting on the valve behind the operating handle that
allows the valve stem to pass into the valve body.) By tightening this nut a little, the valve stem
packing washer is further compressed into its confined cylindrical space to usually stop the leak by
making a tighter seal around the valve stem as it spins in the valve body’s bore where the circular valve
stem from the handle must enter. However, if this simple method does not stop the leak, then a plumber
must be called to replace either the valve packing or the valve.
Some valves with screw-action stems are designed to stop packing leaks if they are turned fully
open, hard against their fully open stop positions. Therefore, if a stop or gate valve leaks a little from
its stem packing while being turned open or closed, it’s sometimes possible to stop the leak by simply
turning the valve fully open and tight against its internal stops.
Ball valves and globe valves do not have this feature. If they leak from their valve bodies, it’s time
for a new valve. (Ball and globe valves are the ones that usually have a bar or lever-shaped handle that
moves only through 90 degrees of travel, rather than having circular handles that require many turns to
fully operate like gate or stop valves.)
If a building owner is experiencing problems with any types of valves, we are more than willing to
receive calls at any hour to try to help them take the most appropriate action, first. Sometimes, we can
guide building owners through corrective repairs. Other times we can help building owners choose the
best plumbers at the most reasonable rates. Hopefully, we can always help reduce anxiety and educate
the customer further in the process.
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Air Conditioning Systems
Air conditioning compressor units (the outdoor portion of the system) should not purposely be run
when the outdoor air temperatures are below 45 or 50 degrees Fahrenheit. (The cold oil in their sumps
tends to lift up and into the Freon (coolant), leaving none to lubricate the compressor.)
When the outdoor air temperatures are between 50 and 70 degrees Fahrenheit, the compressor can
safely be run and some cooling will take place; but this cooling effect is due primarily to the fact that
the outdoor air is cooler than the living space air—not due to any change-of-state of the coolant (from
liquid to gas).
Air conditioning systems cannot work as designed until the outdoor air temperatures reach at least
70 Fahrenheit. For this reason, annual maintenance should not be scheduled each spring until the
outdoor air temperatures will be at least this warm. Heating and cooling maintenance contractors
cannot tell whether the coolant charges are correct when outdoor temperatures are below 70 degrees.
It’s also important for the maintenance contractors to verify that the fine air fins of both the
outside and inside refrigerant coils (heat exchangers) are free of dust clogging. (An access panel must
be available to see the coils at the indoor unit. Sometimes, an access must be cut through the
sheetmetal.) Freon (or other coolant types) cannot be correctly adjusted unless the coils are clean.
One should avoid purposely restarting a compressor unit within the first 3 to 5 minutes after it has
stopped. (It is more difficult for the compressor motor to restart against a load. Allowing a few minutes
for the coolant pressures to equalize helps take the load off the compressor.) During power outages, it’s
a good idea to quickly turn the thermostat to the “off” position until power is restored and appears to be
stable. These precautions can help prolong the life of the compressor motor.

Air Conditioner Condensate Leaks
When refrigerative-type central air conditioning systems are working in the summer months, the
indoor refrigerant coils unavoidably collect moisture from the air in the form of condensate, which
gathers into larger and larger droplets of water until it drips off the coils. This water is gathered in trays
beneath the coils where it flows by gravity into a condensate drain to carry the water away from the
system. The drain piping should be routed either to the exterior or to another suitable drain—not just
into a crawl space.
If the intended collection and drain path becomes clogged with the typical dust and lint that also
lands on the same refrigerant coils (especially if the furnace filters aren’t doing their job), the
condensate can build up and overflow the collection trays. This causes water to leak down out of the
system in places where it can often cause damage. Therefore, one should periodically check all areas
directly beneath the indoor refrigerant coils of the air conditioning system for signs of leaks during the
summer months when the air conditioning system is in operation. (Searching for the typical 3/4-inch
and 3/8-inch soft copper tubing emerging from one of the metal cabinets at or near the furnace or
indoor air handler, where the system blower is usually located can identify the indoor refrigerant coils.
The larger of these copper-tubing lines is usually covered with black foam rubber insulation. Both lines
are usually found running side-by-side from the indoor coils to the outdoor compressor unit.)
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Condensate leaks down into the heat exchangers of combustion furnaces can lead to damaging
corrosion that can cause breaches in the heat exchanger walls and threaten to let carbon monoxide from
the flames into the living spaces.
Condensate leaks down into the crawl spaces or through the flooring can attract termites or lead to
dry rot damage or the development of molds and mildews.
One should look for telltale signs of water trails or rust on metal parts of the furnace or ducting
(plenums) under the refrigerant coils, or stains left from water puddles on floors adjacent to the furnace
or air handler cabinets. Of course, if actual water is found puddling, then one can know for sure that a
condensate leak is occurring.
If any signs of condensate leaks are noted, a qualified heating/cooling contractor should be
contacted to make any necessary repairs before other problems develop.

HVAC System Filters
The types of filter elements that are only 1 or 2 inches thick (usually of paper, fiber mesh, “hog
hair”, fiberglass, open-cell foam, etc.) must be washed or replaced as often as monthly to ensure the
longest possible system life. These simple and inexpensive furnace filters (such as often purchased in
grocery stores) will typically help furnaces and air conditioners last up to 17 to 22 years if very
diligently maintained. Whereas, the more expensive and more efficient types (such as 4,5, or 6-inch
pleated media filters, electronic filters, and combination filter systems) can help a furnace’s heat
exchanger last up to 35 or 40 years and an air conditioner’s compressor last 20 to 25 years or more.
Usually, custom installed filter racks and appliances containing electronic, electrostatic, or pleated
media filters will provide the best results. Therefore, I suggest contacting several local heating and
cooling contractors to gain more knowledge about the types available.
Of course, better filtering systems also provide the added benefits of helping keep the living
spaces cleaner and reducing symptoms of allergy sufferers. People who suffer from asthma also gain
more comfort from better filtering systems.

Fiberboard Siding
Fiberboard siding should last indefinitely as long as it is kept sealed against water entry. I suggest
keeping all nicks and scrapes made by pets, lawn mowers, weed eaters, etc. covered with good quality
oil-based primer as soon as they’re noticed. (Water-based primers soak into fiberboard materials to
cause further disruption while they are drying. Therefore, they cannot provide an adequate seal against
further moisture absorption.)
Furthermore, the nails that were used to apply the siding will often let water into the boarding if
not properly driven or if not kept sealed. Therefore, I suggest keeping all cracks or openings around
nail heads sealed with good quality paintable caulking or with oil-based primer … or a mixture of the
two.
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Repair of Weather-Damaged Fiberboard Siding and Trim
When the interior particles of fiberboard siding and trim have been exposed to the weather and
become expanded due to water absorption, special techniques must be used to prevent further
degradation and restore appearance. Simple repriming and repainting will often not effectively reseal
the larger voids created by the expansion of the factory compressed wood fibers.
If the amount of expansion damage is severe enough to prevent most paints from “bridging” the
gaps between the coarse fibers at the surface, but not severe enough to substantially weaken the
fiberboard panels; a method of filling the large pores can be employed to effectively reseal the
fiberboard from further damaging water intrusion.
A slurry of oil-based primer and drywall powder can be intermixed to the consistency of butter
and applied with a brush to all surfaces that are otherwise too coarsely open to be sealed effectively
with primer coatings, alone. Once the drywall powder of the slurry is worked into the open-fiber
surfaces as much as possible with the ends of a brush, the primer component of the slurry will be able
to form a continuous, smooth film over the surfaces that can dry to become a waterproof filler coating.
(Of course, the water damaged areas of the siding or trim should be dry before the slurry is
applied; and any loose material should be first scoured away with a wire brush.)
Once the primer slurry is dried and the fiberboard is effectively sealed, color-matched water-based
alkyd or latex top coatings may be applied.
I also suggest the use of polyurethane caulking to seal all small holes where nails have broken the
surface, or where one wishes to generally apply caulking beads to make a “tighter” looking appearance
to the exterior of the building. Polyurethane caulking cannot usually be found at paint stores because of
its expense. It usually costs from $12 to $14 per tube to fit into the smaller-sized caulking guns. It’s
easier to apply than most other sealants, and has a very slow curing time. It’s also very “paintable”. It’s
made by various manufacturers and can usually be found in building supply stores or masonry supply
centers. Alternatively, a paintable caulking called “Big Stretch® is available through some paint stores,
which is very effective. However, regardless of the caulking used, I suggest covering it with paint after
it is applied, in order to extend its life in the sun and weather.
Speaking of painting over caulking: Don’t be tempted to believe that any kind of sealant
containing silicone will be “paintable”. Although sealants made with silicone are great, in themselves,
they simply don’t allow paint to stick to them—regardless of what their manufacturers may claim.

Roof Valleys and Gutters Over Sloped Shingled Roofs.
Since the roof of this building is prone to collect tree debris, I suggest that the valleys and gutters
be cleaned seasonally. If too much tree debris is allowed to stand in the valleys, the shingles may let
water through into the attic or living spaces. If the gutters become too full of tree debris, water may
leak back under the shingles along the eaves to damage the fascia, soffits, or living spaces.

Discovering and/or Verifying Water Service Line Leaks
If the sound of flowing or rushing water can be heard through the pipes inside a building, and yet
you know that no fixtures are using water, you may have a buried water service line leak. (These
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sounds transmit themselves rather easily through the piping, even if the leak is occurring beyond the
building walls. Of course, other ways to discover water service line leaks are high water bills or
constantly cycling pumps in private wells.
If a private well pump can be heard cycling on and off when no water is being used, a leak has
developed somewhere. The leak needs to be found and eliminated. The sounds of the pump can usually
best be heard near the pressure tank, pressure switch, or the well head.
If the property has a water meter, most meters have a small red triangular indicator on the dial
face that spins perceptibly even for the smallest of leaks. It is a good idea to watch the leak indicator
triangle periodically on older buildings with any type of direct-buried metal service line piping.
Many water utility companies make special insurance policies available to their customers
(through independent vendors) that will cover the costs of buried service line leaks. Usually, these
policies are very inexpensive.

Dealing with “Fogged” Windows
When building inspectors are able to identify even one thermal window that has “fogged”, there
are often other windows on the same property that are also showing visible interior condensation from
time to time. When this condition first develops, water droplets may be visible at certain times of the
day or during certain whether conditions, only. At other times, these same windows may appear
completely clean and clear.
It isn’t until moisture-laden air (along with dust and other soils carried into the thermal panels with that
air) has been entering the window assemblies for a considerable period of time that the characteristic
streaks of mineral deposits remain even when no condensate happens to be visible. When these streaks
finally become prominent, they begin to interfere with the ability to see clearly through the windows.
(They also make the windows look “dirty”.)
While windows in this condition can eventually look pretty bad, their ability to keep out wind and rain
is not really hampered. In fact, their ability to continue to provide thermal insulation is not affected all
that much. The only slight exception, here, I suppose, is the partial exchange of argon gas found in
many higher quality windows, with normal air. (Argon gas conducts less heat than air.)
The “loss of seal” or “seal failure”, as some people are fond of saying, is really only the condition of
the desiccant powders placed in the windows’ thermal units by their manufacturers having finally
absorbed more moisture than they can hold. It’s a little-known fact that all thermal windows are
designed to “breathe”. They typically have tiny capillary tubes installed that are designed to let only
small amounts of air in and out of the spaces between the glass to help equalize pressures between the
gasses inside the windows and the atmospheric air outside.
Usually, south-facing windows with no tree shade have to breathe much more during their daily cycles
of strong direct sunlight and cool nights. For this reason, the south-facing windows are often the first to
become “fogged”.
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However, if a person unwittingly sprays a hot window (that is exposed to direct sunlight on a hot day)
with cold water to wash it, it’s a pretty good bet that the rapid change in temperatures will cause
enough sudden contraction to either break the seals along the spacer channels, or the glass, itself.
In fact, just banging on a window or slamming a moveable sash open and closed while a window is
stressed from temperature changes could also cause seal failure and result in premature “fogging”.
Unfortunately, the only feasible way to eliminate the undesirable effects of “fogged” windows is to
replace the thermal glass units, themselves. Fortunately, though, most factory-framed windows allow
these thermal units to be replaced without having to remove the window framing from its building. The
process of replacing “fogged” thermal units is usually quite fast and causes very little disruption to the
building. However, wood-set windows (where the thermal units are built right into the building, rather
than being factory-framed) usually require a little more time and disruption, as casings and/or moldings
have to be temporarily removed, replaced, repainted and/or recaulked.

Avoiding Baked-on Food Soils in Oven Door Glass Panels
I often see brown streaks of baked-on food soils deposited on the inner layers of glass-paneled
oven doors. Once food soils get inside the oven doors, disassembly of the doors is required to access
the surfaces to remove the stains.
To avoid this problem, I suggest being aware that cleaning fluids can easily enter the interior of
oven doors through their edge seams and especially through their latch lever holes which are provided
for the “self-cleaning” functions. Since the “self-cleaning” processes do not reach any food soils
deposited beyond the oven door’s flexible seals, building owners usually need to clean these perimeter
surfaces separately with a strong detergent. I encourage the building owners to wring all excess
moisture from their cleaning rags before attempting to scrub these surfaces. Any water or detergents
that get into the oven door may look clear at first (as they run down the inner glass surfaces), but any
organic soils dissolved or suspended in the water will eventually darken and become baked on.

Soils Settling Next to Foundations
When foundations are made that must extend to frost grade (a minimum of 24 inches in Idaho)
beneath most buildings, the earth is excavated beyond the boundaries of the foundations to allow room
for the concrete forms. After the forms are removed, the trenches are gently backfilled so as not to
threaten the relatively uncured, weak concrete. As a result, most backfill will settle noticeably within
the first few feet of any foundation during the first 5 years after construction.
After this initial setting has occurred, building owners may find that the ground surfaces which
originally sloped away from their foundations now slope towards them. If this is the case, I strongly
recommend periodic inspection of any adjacent below-grade spaces for possible exterior surface water
entry. If waters from rains or irrigation begin entering below-grade spaces due to inadequate slope of
the soils away from the foundation, then corrections should be made. However, if the settlement occurs
adjacent to slab-on-grade floors (such as for most garages and some living spaces), then the importance
of correction is less. Nonetheless, it’s never a good idea to allow water to pond against foundations.
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If corrections are needed, the loose topsoil, landscaping materials, shrubs, plants, and any
sprinkler system components should first be removed to expose the underlying “subgrade” of native
earth that was used to originally backfill the footing trenches. Once the underlying soils are exposed,
they should be further compacted with vibrating machinery as much as possible.
After that, additional soils with relatively high clay content should be added in 3-inch “lifts” and
carefully compacted until the maximum slope away from the foundation can be achieved. It’s wise to
use soils less permeable (i.e., with slower percolation rates) than the native soils, if possible. (Note: At
least several inches of clearance should be maintained between the bottom edges of siding and the tops
of the finish grading.)
Once appropriate new soils are properly placed in the footing trenches to bring them up to
adequate slopes away from the building, the sprinkler components, plants, shrubs, lawn, landscaping
materials, etc., can be reinstalled.

Foundation Vents (for all but “Conditioned” crawl spaces)
Unless a house is built with “Conditioned” crawl spaces, it’s important to keep foundation vents
open at least 6 to 9 months during the warmer months of each year to help assure adequate ventilation
of the crawl spaces. (Crawl spaces that have a history of high humidity should probably be kept
ventilated year round.)
Vents Operable from the Exterior: Most of these vents have metal push-pull linkages that
protrude through the front faces. These linkages are connected to solid sheetmetal flaps hinged along
the top inner sides of the vents. When the linkages are pushed towards the crawl spaces, the metal flaps
are opened. Notches along the bottom sides of the linkages can be used to prop the vent flaps open.
To close each vent for winter, simply pull its linkage as far towards the exterior as possible, and
then push the linkage downward against the face of the vent to draw the vent flap closed as tightly as
possible.
Vents with Foam Block Inserts: Some vents have rigid, closed-cell foam blocks that can be
stored elsewhere and then inserted from the exterior when the vents need to be sealed for the colder
months.
Vents with exterior flaps: Some foundation vents have rigid plastic exterior flaps that can be
closed or opened.
Older, Screened Foundation Vents: Older-style perimeter vents are usually fixed—not
operable. They typically have metal mesh screens nailed to wooden frames. I suggest periodic
inspection of these vents to ensure that their screening has not become blocked with debris. The proper
screen mesh size for this purpose is ¼-inch. Window-screen fabric is too tightly woven and will tend to
plug with wind-blown debris and spider webs too quickly. Conversely, mesh sizes larger than ¼-inch
will tend to allow too many pests into the crawl spaces.

Hinge-Mounted Doorstops
I suggest considering the removal of hinge-mounted doorstops, wherever possible. This type of
doorstop can apply extreme point loads to door surfaces—all too often punching through the “skins” of
hollow-core doors. (However, if this style is the only kind that will work in a given situation, then I
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suggest applying one to each hinge pin and adjusting them all to share the loads, equally.) Brass selfadhesive plates are also available for door surfaces to spread the point loads over slightly larger areas,
or to “patch” door skins that have become damaged by this type of doorstop, rather than needing to
replace the whole door because of one small hole.
Some newer hinge-mounted doorstops have been designed to transfer their point loads back onto
the hinge plates, rather than onto weak door skins. However, I find many hinges bent because of these.
Builders are required by code inspectors to apply some sort of doorstop to every door in every
building. However, once owners take possession, they should go through the building and immediately
decide whether to remove some of the doorstops or replace some of them with different types of
doorstops. Commercial-style bumpers can be placed over wall surfaces to avoid (or even cover)
damage.

Various Types of Hose Valves
Older-Style Non-Freeze-Proof Hose Valves: Older buildings which have not been fitted with
modern freeze-proof sill cocks (typically pre-1950 buildings) usually provide a means of draining all
water from their sill cocks (exterior hose valves) during the winter months to prevent freeze damage to
the piping. This is done by employment of special “stop-and-drain” valves located somewhere inside
the building … usually in the crawl spaces or in basement ceilings within a few feet of the hose valves.
To “winterize” these older-style hose valves, one would close their associated stop-and-drain
valves, and then open the exterior hose valves to let all water drain outside that will drain freely by
gravity. To guaranty that all water has drained from the valves and the sections of piping that might be
exposed to cold weather, special knurled drain nuts are designed into the sides of the stop-and-drain
valve bodies that can let water drain out also through that end of the pipes. Most people simply hang
small tin cans or buckets beneath the stop-and-drain valves to catch any small amounts of water that
drain from these points.
This process is simply reversed in the spring to reactivate the function of the non-freeze-proof
exterior hose valves.
Freeze-Proof Hose Valves: This type of sill cock (exterior valves for garden hose) is designed to
allow all water to drain from its barrel each time the water is shut off. This allows all water that would
otherwise be exposed to freezing air temperatures in the winter to drain away safely before it can freeze
and expand to cause damage to the piping inside or behind the wall.
However, in order for this type of hose connection to function correctly, any hoses or other
obstructions such as additional valves must be removed during cold weather to allow the valve barrel to
freely drain when the valve is shut off. (The valves are designed to be mounted so that their barrels
slope towards the exterior enough to effectively drain. If they are incorrectly installed, water can be
trapped in their barrels to lead to freeze damage, even if hoses are diligently removed each winter.)
If hoses are inadvertently left attached during freezing weather, one can check for possible freeze
damage after the piping is thawed by placing a tight-fitting cap over its hose threads and turning the
valve open. If any water sprays or leaks out either to the exterior or into the crawl spaces or wall
cavities around the freeze-proof barrel (behind the exterior portion of the valve), the valve must be
replaced as soon as possible. (This type of water leak will occur only when the valve is in use and with
some back pressure developed.)
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Freeze-Proof Self-Draining Garden Hose Valves: These valves have an improved design that
allows garden hoses to remain attached during the winter without threat of freeze damage to the valves
or their adjacent piping. However, in order for the valves to remain protected during the winter months,
their valve handles must be turned closed (clockwise) a few more turns than are needed to simply shut
off the flow of water. When the extra turns are applied, water should be seen falling through a gap
created to let water out of their freeze-proof barrels just behind the hose attachment. It is important to
apply the extra turns to the valve handles whenever freezing weather might occur before next use of the
sill cock.

Rust Stains on Concrete
Rust stains can usually be totally removed from concrete surfaces, or at least greatly reduced (if
not eliminated) by treating them with chemical cleaners designed for that purpose. The most effective
product I’ve seen so far for removing these stains is made by Behr®. It’s their “Concrete Etchant and
Rust Remover”. However, up to a dozen applications with interspersed water rinsing and a lot of
scrubbing with a stiff-bristled brush may be required.
Rust from Irrigation Water: If water available for irrigation has a lot of iron (ferric ions)
dissolved in it or rust (ferric oxide) particles suspended in it, constant watering of adjacent lawn or
landscaping areas may result in reddish brown deposits accumulating on the concrete from the nearly
unavoidable overspray. Although these stains are difficult to remove, they tend to wear away in time if
something can be done to minimize the repetitive wetting of the concrete. Often times, an adjustment
of the landscaping and/or sprinkler system will help.
One can install decorative borders adjacent to the concrete flatwork of the driveways, walkways,
patios, etc., that don’t require watering and which provide enough separation to eliminate most of the
occasional overspray.
Rust from Fertilizer: Some pelletized fertilizers containing iron will leave small rust-colored
stains if not swept off concrete driveways, sidewalks, or patios before the next rain or sprinkler
operation. I recommend sweeping or vacuuming all fertilizer pellets off concrete surfaces immediately
after application.
Rust from Leaking Radiators or Battery Acid: Radiator water or battery acid leaks from
vehicles tend to leave rust-colored stains on concrete driveway surfaces. Therefore, automobiles with
these problems should not be parked over clean concrete surfaces.
Rust from Iron or Steel Objects: Iron or steel patio furniture, plant pots, etc., touching or placed
above concrete can be responsible for rust-colored stains if they are not kept adequately coated to
prevent oxidation when it rains or automatic sprinklers wet them.

Floor Coverings in Rooms with Plumbing
Bathrooms and laundry rooms are often subject to inadvertent water spills onto the flooring. Even
though most contractors carefully seal the joints between the fronts of tub and/or shower curbs and
adjacent floor coverings, water spills can run to the nearby walls. For this reason, I suggest applying
matching silicone sealants along the bottoms of all painted wooden baseboard moldings around the
entire perimeters of bathroom or laundry-room floors … especially if the floor coverings have
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particleboard underlayment beneath them. (Ceramic tiled or stone floors with cementitious
underlayments are not nearly as susceptible to this type of damage.)
Without this precaution, water that manages to get to the edges of the floor coverings can be
absorbed into their particleboard underlayments to cause swelling and eventual discoloration of vinyl
flooring or swelling of other flooring materials. Once this happens, the underlayment and the floor
covering may both need to be replaced. Therefore, it’s much cheaper to protect the underlayment by
sealing all possible water entry points.

Sealing Refrigerator Cubbies Against Water Leaks
Since refrigerators (especially those with icemaker lines) can let water onto flooring, I suggest
considering sealing the perimeters of the floor coverings in their cubbies with silicone to prevent water
entry into the crevices where the floors meet the walls or adjacent cabinets. This precaution may help
prevent unnoticed water leaks from causing long-term damage to subflooring and structures. (I’ve seen
many cases where hardwood flooring has become very warped for 10 feet in both directions from such
leaks because water got under it and followed the grooved channels cut into the bottoms of the flooring
boards.)
If water leaks are prevented from finding their way down into or past the finished flooring, they
will be more likely to advance out onto the floor surfaces in front of the appliance where they will be
more readily noticed—before causing greater damage.
Another way to accomplish the same precautionary measure is to place 6-mil plastic sheeting
under the appliance. The sheeting can be folded up and against the back of the appliance cubby and
along its sides, and held in place with tape. The front edge of the sheeting can be cut to stay just out of
view.

Small Shrinkage or Settling Cracks in Sheetrock Surfaces
New Buildings Under Warranty: It is completely normal for new buildings to acquire small
cracks here and there in sheetrock surfaces due to initial settling and shrinkage. Usually, these cracks
will begin appearing within the first few months after the completion of construction; and 90 percent of
their total movement will have occurred within the first 3 to 5 years.
If owners of new buildings prefer to have their general contractor take care of these minor
cosmetic imperfections during the warranty period (which is usually one year), I suggest simply putting
the contractor “on notice” and asking that all cracks be treated at one time near the end of the warranty
period.
Buildings No Longer Under Warranty: Alternatively, the building owners can usually very
satisfactorily fill these cracks with matching painters caulking. The matching caulking should be
pressed as deeply as possible into the cracks, but all excess caulking should be immediately wiped
from the surrounding surfaces with a damp towel. In this manner, the visibly contrasting black shadows
of the cracks are eliminated, making them essentially disappear. (CAUTION: If excess caulking is left
on the wall or ceiling surfaces next to the filled cracks, it will be too visible. Even a closely matching
caulking color will appear very different if enough surface area is in view. Additionally, it won’t reflect
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light the same as the adjacent paint; and its texture won’t be the same, either. The patch would appear
“over-worked”.)
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